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Welcome to the first LeftLion magazine of
2007. Our send off to 2006, the New Year’s
Eve Extravaganza at the Orange Tree was a
blast! A sold-out gig featuring The Smears,
Sidearm, Nuclear Family, Bassrooster, Mr
Jones and DJ Squigley - they all did us proud.
Look out for our regular monthly gigs for the
finest selection of local vocals to be found in
Hood Town (and probably some way outside
of it too).
The period after Christmas is always a
slightly melancholy one. Everyone is reeling
from the excesses of Christmas and New
Year, trying to lose some of the pounds (lbs)
you added to your body and trying to regain
some of the pounds (£s) you’ve lost from your
wallet. I was recently informed by a friend
that 24 January is the most depressing day of
the year. I’m not sure what that’s based upon,
but by the time you read this you can count
your lucky stars it’s over. By my reckoning it’s
the party season again!
In this issue we’ve interviewed our first ever
‘Sir’. I met up with fashion entrepreneur
Sir Paul Smith in his new cinema at the
Broadway. He was a lovely guy, really down
to earth and friendly - amazingly so for a
man with an estimated fortune of nearly
£200million. He also informed me that he
knew the original ‘Withnail’ back in the
day, which is a rare honour for any fan of
that great film. However, much as I admire
his work (particularly his suits) it’s unlikely
he’ll ever move back to Notts. So it would be
nice to see those with the power to change
things in the city concentrate on some of the
interesting creative types who are residents
here and equally worthy of praise. In our
experience a thriving culture needs to be built
from the bottom upwards…
We also hooked up (by telephone) with my
Australian doppelganger Ryan Maloney (aka
Toadfish from Neighbours). That was a rare
personal (if slightly self indulgent) pleasure
for me. Equally amusing was new kid on
the UK comedy block Josie Long. Go see her
show at the Lakeside in February and you
won’t be disappointed!

Contributors
Amanda Young
Cal Gibson
Jesse Keene
Michael Simon
Michelle Bayton
Roger Mean
Magician In Residence
Jack Curtis
Sound Bloke
Mike Cheque
”You are young, my son, and, as the years go by, time will
change and even reverse many of your present opinions.
Refrain therefore awhile from setting yourself up as a judge of
the highest matters.”
Plato
LeftLion
349a Mansfield Road
Nottingham
NG5 2DA
0115 9123782
If you would like to reach our readers by advertising your
company in these pages please contact Ben on 07843 944910
or email ben@leftlion.co.uk
LeftLion magazine has an estimated readership of 40,000
in the city of Nottingham. In December 2006 LeftLion.co.uk
received over 450,000 page views.

Current NME favourites The Automatic and
The Horrors both feature in this mag and
tour the city together in February. They don’t
appear to like each other either - maybe the
organisers are looking for Jade and Shilpa
style publicity antics on that tour?
UK hiphop’s new golden boy Plan B is also in
the house.
Personally speaking though, I prefer the
sounds of some of our talented and try-hard
local musicians such as BluMonkey, NonThespian, Mint Ive, Will Jeffery, Penfold Plum
and Left of the Dealer. Find out more about all
of them and their music within these pages…
There’s so much talent in this city, it’s ready
to burst!
jared@leftlion.co.uk

Nominated as Best Free Music Magazine in the UK
Record of the Day Awards 2006
www.leftlion.co.uk/issue15
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Nottingham Doubling In Size?
Some proposal or other wants to see areas like
Arnold, Carlton, Beeston etc join Nottingham
City Council. We could definitely benefit from
this, more money being pumped in would have
a positive effect on the city. Then hopefully those
pesky gun crime stats will jump straight down.
Beermonster
One thing I can see this doing is no longer
allowing the Council to use the excuse that
because you don’t live in the ‘city limits’ they
don’t have to deal with your complaints.
Jamie
This will allow the council’s crime figures
and suchlike to include some nicer areas of
Nottingham with lower crime rates, thus
improving the city’s image statistically.
The Conversation Was Strictly Void…
The worst thing about this proposal is that an
unelected body (the East Midlands Regional
Assembly) are planning to build on greenbelt in
between Gotham, Ruddington and Clifton. Not
just a few houses but 14000.
Sparrow
It’s true that the A453 is chocka most days and
Clifton is full of traffic but I reckon a few more
homes won’t go amiss.
Barnze

Neighbourhood Wardens
I was under the impression that they are
basically security guards who work for the
council in public areas. I’m a bit concerned
about someone with up to four week’s training
acting like a police officer, who has a lot more
in-depth training and probably more auditing of
their work.
TeenageMutantNinjaSquirtles
I’ve always thought of them as school prefects,
the twisted kind that complains if you’ve not put
your milk bottle back in the crate after break. They
will whinge and embellish to the headmaster to
get you in trouble.
bophoto
People moan about how there aren’t enough
bobbies on the beat and I think they are a pretty
good solution to the lack of visible policing in
today’s society. Handing out fines is something
they do to try and make people think twice about
how they treat public spaces, which I really don’t
have a problem with.
BRJ
I’d agree except I only ever see them at pointless
times. Walking down Berridge Road, Forest
Fields, at lunchtime is not exactly the most
dangerous of excursions. Soon as it gets dark
though they mysteriously disappear....
Neb
They aren’t meant to be a deterrent for wrong
doing. They are meant take the silly little issues
(most of which can be sorted quite easily)
away from the police, letting them get on with
actually tackling proper crime. They are also
meant as a visible and approachable presence
in a community.
LadyBee
We don’t have a clear idea of what it is they are
supposed to do, so essentially they constitute a
mysterious pest.
The Conversation Was Strictly Void…
They’re just blokes in stupid reflective jackets
at the end of the day.
Jamie

nOTTs THE NINE
O’CLOCK NEWS
with Nottingham’s ‘Mr. Sex’ Al Needham

December 1
Notts health bods reveal that AIDS cases in Nottingham
have trebled in five years. Christ on a crisp packet, kids - get
your jizz-bags on. Yes, I know you lose sensitivity. Yes, I know
they’re too tight. Yes, I know that they make your bits smell like
a washing-up glove, but stop pissing about.
December 2
A teet’-sucking mouth-breather from Aspley gets hit with
a whopping ASBO that bans him for being a toss-bag in five
counties. This means that if he wants to mooch about with his
other waste-of-sperm-and-eggs mates, he’s gonna have to nick
a car and joyride all the way to Leeds to do it. Hmm…haven’t
thought this out have we, Nottingham Magistrates’ Court?
December 3
Nottingham Forest play lumpy football on a lumpier pitch and
scrape a 1-1 draw with Salisbury City in the Cup. True, their
performance stank the place out, but to be fair the place was
an absolute dump and a potential tie in the turd round against
Charlton is not to be sniffed at…
December 4
According to a car insurance company who wants some cheap
publicity, Nottingham is the fifth-worst place in the country
to be if you don’t want your ride nicked by pikey bell-ends
who’ll then drive it into a ditch and set fire to it. And yes, our
Evil Nemesis Hull is number one.
December 5
Manslaughter trial of the week: A schizophrenic from Sherwood
is sent down for life for stabbing a fellow inmate in the eye with
a pen. I’ll be back with the rest of this diary when you’ve finished
covering your face with your hands. Take your time. I’ve got all day.
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January 4
Celebrity Big Brother starts, but contrary to massive rumours,
Su Pollard isn’t going in there. Consequently, nothing of
interest happens during the entire run of the show and the
media pay it no attention whatsoever.
January 6
Although they can have a good laugh about Tantragate, it’s not a
good day to be a Notts County fan (actually, it’s not a good life to
be a Notts fan, but we won’t go there). Not only do Forest knock
out Charlton 2-0 in the cup, but County are announced by
Littlewoods as the most stressful team in England to support.
January 8
Chelsea.
January 9
A junior school in Sherwood is getting its own in-house
police officer, the jammy bleeders. When I was at junior school,
the third most exciting thing ever (after the Goodyear blimp
going over the playground and a three hour scrap between the
first and second-best fighters in the school) was when a copper
came over and let a kid whose birthday it was have a go on his
horse. Now some ungrateful little get is going to get a shot on
some serious riot gear and a helicopter. It’s not fair!

December 6
Three nob-ended Mansfield and Chesterfield hooligans get
banged up after a pre-arranged kick-off at Yates’s. I knew
Yates’s was rough as arseholes, but I didn’t know you could
book a brawl there. Do you get a group discount or summat?

January 10
Nottingham is named the second most cultural city in the UK
by an arty TV channel, just behind Hull, er, Newcastle.

December 8
Nottingham East Midlands Airport changes its name yet
again to East Midlands Airport – Nottingham, Leicester, Derby,
Dozy, Beaky, Mick & Titch.

January 11
If you see any beardy boffin types in Noor Jahan knocking back
fizzy beakers, it’s because Nottingham University are studying
the effects of curry on cancer cells. Next, they’re going to find
out if knocking back twenty bottles of WKD either cures bird flu,
or makes you want to punch people in the face really hard.

December 11
An Experience Nottinghamshire survey of 4,000 people around
the UK claims that Nottingham is associated with – can you
guess? - crime and violence, and that we’re an ‘anonymous’
county. Well, when we’re all out doing our nicking and
shooting, we’re not gonna show our faces off, are we?

January 12
Police announce that they arrested a 103 year-old man in the
Broadmarsh Centre for possessing weed. And presumably, a
roached-up telegram from the Queen.

December 12
Forest curl off two goals against Salisbury and relieve
themselves of any cup-related embarrassment.

January 16
Local developers announce plans to build another 98 flats in
the Lace Market. Local mad scientists announce plans to implant
the brains of goldfish into the heads of crack-addicted gibbons to
create enough people stupid enough to want to live there.

December 14
Trevon Thomas gets 30 years in the Naughty Room for
shooting PC Rachael Bown and trying to leg it out the country
like a beeeiiiatch.
December 18
Heroes of the bi-month: Andy and Sarah Kemp finally decide to
move out of the city and live somewhere nicer after their house
is broken into nine times in the last 18 months. Oh, forgot to
mention… the city in question is Derby, and they’ve moved to
Notts. “We’re not running away,” said Mr Kemp. “We just want
to start afresh. We’ve looked at Nottingham and I like it.”
December 22
The Brian Clough statue fund reaches its £60,000 target after
the Clough Aid gig at the Maze, hosted by MC John McGovern.
December 23 – 31
Nothing happened, because it was rubbish Christmas.
January 1
Forest get shat on from a great height by Oldham, who wipe the
floor with them 5-0. Seriously, the boys in red just dropped their guts
in this game, which left them at number two in the League One table.
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January 2
Tantragate. Nottingham is rocked by the shocking revelation
that lower-division footballers with more money than braincells
sometimes act like dickheads in public, as Nottingham Forest
players get shitfaced, force members of staff to clear up their
mess, and leave stools lying about on the floor in Revolution
(the chain pub based on a totalitarian state that killed millions
of its own people) and Tantra (the Happy Shopper Geisha).
Nothing else happened anywhere else. Honest.

January 18
Fierce winds bring Nottingham to a standstill, as masonry
tumbles from roofs, tram lines are littered with trees, billboards
topple over and Monkey flies past Bulwell on a cloud before
kicking a Slug-Monster in the face to some very widdly Jazz-Funk.
January 19
Hockley sets itself on fire, presumably due to sparks flying
after someone’s show-off haircut rubs against someone else’s
man-made eighties jumper.
January 20
Plague of locusts descends upon Victoria Market.
January 22
Burning frogs rain down upon Lady Bay.
January 24
God finally breaks his silence; “Yes, I do hate Nottingham, actually”
For up-to-the-minute news on the City of Snot, check out May
Contain Notts, the LeftLion blog – www.leftlion.co.uk/blog

The Queen of Comedy
words: Nathan Miller

Josie Long is a craft master, founder of the World Boggle Championships, liker of books
and one of the best new stand-up comedians around. Since winning the if.comeddie Best
Newcomer award at the 2006 Edinburgh festival, her profile has risen in the comedy
world and she lists Ross Noble and Stewart Lee among her devoted fans. Her first full
length show is called Kindness and Exuberance and it’s made from equal parts of both.
She’s currently taking it on tour and we spoke to her just before it all kicked off...
Are you looking forward to the tour?
I’m really psyched! I’ve just found out we’ve sold 72
tickets for Norwich tomorrow which is just amazing.
Aw man, I’m chuffed.
In Edinburgh you said the show might seem
amateurish but that was what you wanted. After
winning Best Newcomer did you fall into the trap
of becoming slick and polished?
I did, but luckily my lack of forward preparation and
inability to remember an hour’s worth of material
have combated that successfully. So at least the first
half of the show is going to be properly shambolic.
You make lots of stuff for the shows: badges and
posters and visual aids. Is that something you’ve
always done?
When I was growing up my mum always made us do
loads of crafts and it just really makes me happy to
be making something. It’s relaxing. Also I really like
the idea of DIY culture, making your own magazines
and things. That’s what’s been really nice about
doing my own show, because I can really think about
what I want to do and what I would want if I was
going to see a show. ‘Cos if I went to a gig I’d love to
be bombarded with little bits of paper and free gifts
and stuff like that.
When you’re a big international star with million
dollar merchandising deals, will you still make all
the badges yourself?
Luckily, I don’t particularly think that will be a
worry… I tell you what though, I did the show at
the Soho Theatre after Edinburgh and we extended
the run. And it did make me really tired to keep
making all the badges. I’m worried that for the next
three months badge making is going to be my only
hobby because I need to make two sheets of badges
for every… Fuck! If I’ve sold 72 tickets that means
I’m gonna have to make three sheets of badges
for Norwich. This is hard work man, I’ve gotta get
cracking! I’ve got to do that today!

Is that something you can do on the train?
Yeah, you can do any craft anywhere, pretty much.
Except for welding and using a lathe.
Which is more important, kindness or exuberance?
If you’re exuberant but not kind you could be
punching people in the face excitedly. So kindness
is the big one. That’s the one that I wish everyone
would exercise more.
You’ve been to Nottingham quite a few times, what
do you make of it?
Page 45 is awesome. What else? It’s a really nice
city. It feels like there’s a lot of cool adults choosing
to live there and choosing to set up businesses there
and it has music nights and bands. My friend Joe
runs Raffles music and comedy night, he used to
give away a free birthday. Hidden under a sheet he’d
have loads of balloons and cake and party poppers.
Whoever won, it’d be their birthday and they’d get a
song. That is a fine idea.
I read you played Nottingham once and the
audience debated whether you were any good…
Yeah, I was compering Just The Tonic and basically
there was a stag night down the front. It ended up
someone saying “you’re shit,” and I said “no, I’m not
shit, I’m just not what you want.” Then someone else
said “you are shit,” and someone else went “she’s
not shit,” and then literally half the audience were
screaming “she is shit,” and the other half were
going “she’s not shit.” It was like a pantomime, and
as a compere you never want to have to silence an
argument about whether you’re shit in order to bring
on the next act. It was so harsh!
Is that the weirdest heckling experience
you’ve had?
What’s really nice is that doing stuff about books…
like, I once asked “Has anyone here read Richard
Yates’s short stories?” and someone shouted “No,
I’ve only read Revolutionary Road.” I was about to go

“fuck you, you fucking dick!” and then I thought, “Oh
yeah, that’s not really a nasty heckle.” The cutest
one is I said I went to a club with my friend Daniel
and someone went “Weeaaaaay!” So I said, “Wow,
do you know Daniel?” and he said “No, I was just
excited by the idea of friendship.”
What’s the best thing you’ve read recently?
Richard Yates’ Revolutionary Road! I decided I was
going to buy it. It’s genuinely brilliant, I can’t tell you
how good it is. I can’t give too much detail about it
but it’s just wonderful, I’d recommend it to anyone.
If you don’t like it you’re a div, so there’s a little bit
riding on it…
Why is Boggle better than Scrabble?
Where do I start? It’s quicker, more competitive,
it makes you feel more alive. It’s like sprinting
compared to a marathon. You’re not supposed to do
a marathon very often because after seventeen miles
your body starts eating its muscles.
Does the same thing happen to your brain when
you’re playing Scrabble?
I expect so, that’s why Scrabble players are so
tedious and dull.
Anything else you’d like to say to LeftLion readers?
Just, thank you for your time and your patience and
I hope you come to my show because it’ll be fun if
you like that sort of thing. If you don’t like that sort of
thing, please, stay away and don’t talk about me on
internet message boards.
Josie Long is compering at The Maze
on Thursday 8 February.
Her show Kindness and Exuberance is at
the Lakeside on Friday 9 February.
www.myspace.com/all_of_the_cool_kids
www.leftlion.co.uk/issue15
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words: Glen Parver photo: Harry B’stard
Nottingham hiphop quartet Non-Thespian
make a stand against fakers in the rap
scene and life generally (that’s what the
name’s about, it’s not a tirade against the
theatre). The group, consisting of rappers
Duke01 and Lethargy, DJ Johnny Crump
and producer Dwyz, are veterans of the
local scene and have been going since
the turn of the millennium. Their live
performances are full of raw energy and
their links with Dealmaker Records see
them going from strength to strength…
Where did you start out in music?
Duke01: I’ve been rapping since ’87 and
worked on various group and solo projects
before hooking up with Dwyz back in ’95.
Non-Thespian has been going since 2000.
JC: In ’95 I started learning to play
instruments and writing. In 2000 I got
heavily involved in turntablism and began
producing in 2002.
Dwyz: Nottingham, in my bedroom to
be precise.
Lethargy: I started out in a crew called
Tusken Coalition with a couple of good
friends.
What’s going to be big in hiphop
generally in 2007?
Duke01: Rubbish music… it always is!
People should be checking out Def Jux
and Rhymesayers for music that is still
innovative and undiluted.
Lethargy: I reckon the UK hiphop scene
has a few tricks up its sleeve. As far as the
mainstream goes, we’ve lost that war!
Dwyz: That bland, bland Atlanta sound.

What was the last album that you bought?
JC: A couple of Gary Numan albums, but
they were for my girlfriend. For me it was
a second copy of Jesus Christ Superstar for
some beat juggling.
Duke01: Public Enemy’s Beats and Places.
I’m looking forward to the new El-p album in
March though.
Dwyz: Nas. I was very disappointed.
Lethargy: Listner’s Whispermoon,
Radioinactive’s Soundtrack To A Book, Blue
Sky Black Death Presents: The Holocaust.
They’re all dope!
What was the last thing that made
you laugh?
Dwyz: Sophie Johnson-Hill drawing an out
of work reindeer on my PC when I was busy
tweaking the boards.
JC: Karl Pilkington, I’ve only just finished it!
Duke01: The hubbub surrounding the return
of Nas and Jay Z!
Lethargy: My bank balance.
What was the last thing that made
you cry?
Duke01: (puts on BA Baracus voice) Real
B-Boys don’t cry! Seriously, the last time
was probably at the end of 2005 when I
was having some stress with a house move.
Damn, I’m well overdue for a good bawl.
JC: Probably my cat being eaten, she was
licked clean to the bone…
Dwyz: A documentary called From Freedom
to Fascism.
Lethargy: When my nan died least year. I
had known her for the last thirty years and
she was always there for me. I’d like to take

this opportunity to say RIP Violet Lilly Jones
1910-2006.
Who’s your least favourite thespian?
Dwyz: 50 Cent!
Duke01: Either Tony Blair or George Bush.
Trying to act like leaders, but it just
doesn’t wash!
JC: Hmm… I don’t have a least favourite, I’m
not a fan of people not being honest with
themselves and those around them.
Lethargy: Anyone who does not have real
talent and claims fame off the back of those
that do.
What can people expect from your show at
the Orange Tree?
Duke01: Energy! Whether we’re playing to
five or five hundred, we always endeavour to
give a professional show.
JC: That’s good enough for me.
Lethargy: What Duke said!

Anything else you want to say to LeftLion
readers?
JC: No… no offence readers. It’s just I’ll bang
on about all sorts!
Duke01: As I reach my personal milestone of
rhyming for twenty years, I want to thank all
the promoters that put us on, all the groups
that gave us the opportunity to open up for
them and everyone who bought our music.
Most importantly, everyone that comes to
our gigs and shows love.
Lethargy: Keep reading the pages of this
magazine, it’s all about supporting the
local scene.
Dwyz: Support LeftLion, one of the only true
great pieces of literature in our town.
Non-Thespian play LeftLion Presents at the
Orange Tree on Saturday 3 March 2007.
www.non-thespian.com
www.myspace.com/nonthespian

words: Glen Parver photo: Al Greer
They’ve been with Nottingham’s
Dealmaker Records since the beginning,
but until now BluMonkey have been as
legendary for their drunkenness as their
music. The crew is made up of three
wordsmiths (Blugrass, Monkey D and Mr
Jones) and a DJ (Johnny Crump). This
year, however, seems to have signalled
something of a change in their attitudes.
Are they about to get all serious and
grown-up? We put some questions to
Blugrass and Monkey D to find out more…
Where did you start out in music?
Blugrass: I started out playing in bands
back in college. I was working on some
beats with another rapper under the banner
of Shadow Soldiers. Then I joined a rap/
metal band called Phunkfish, which lead
to collaboration with Non-Thespian and
Dwyz. It was a while after that and working
on various projects that BluMonkey came
about.
Monkey D: Sleeping on Ste (Dealmaker)
and Blu’s couch in the Meadows, one thing
led to another and I was jamming with the
Lyricist Hobos, a Nottingham collective
started by the 18Stone crew.
What’s your favourite of your own tracks?
Blugrass: Personally I like 15 Minutes still
which is one of the first tracks we ever
did. The chorus came about when me an
Monkey D were talking about those times
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in the clubs when you can’t seem to recall
anything for the last fifteen minutes, usually
due to excessive amounts of booze.
Monkey D: Mine has to be PubLife from our
up and coming album because when we
play it live we can connect with the crowd
and have a bit of a boozy do.
Who are the best upcoming hiphop talents
in Nottingham?
Monkey D: Nottingham’s not just about
hiphop. Shouts to Old Basford, Highness
and everyone still repping Notts.
Blugrass: Hard to say really with so much
going on. We’re pretty hot right now and
so are the people we hang out with! We’ve
also got to give a shout to Kids in Tracksuits
and Lost Project.
What was the last album that you bought?
Blugrass: The new Foreign Beggars album.
Monkey D: It’s not really an album, but I
bought a big plastic bag full of old 7” vinyl
from Duke 01’s mum. They’re hot!
What was the last book you read?
Monkey D: Does reading the questions for
this interview count?
Blugrass: No.
Who’s your favourite famous monkey?
Monkey D: Not really a monkey but it has to
be Clyde from Every Which Way But Loose.
Blugrass: Yeah, he was a cool monkey.

What is coming up for you over the
next year?
Blugrass: We’re looking to do as many live
shows as possible and try and work our
way around the UK as well as Notts. We’ve
got an album coming out around the time
of the gig with LeftLion, so we’re busy
working on that until then.
Monkey D: Word to the up and coming
album, its taken a lot of blood, sweat
and beers but its in the safe hands of the
infamous Viet Cong studios at the moment.

Anything else you want to say to
LeftLion readers?
Blugrass: Shout to all the people supporting
us and who we’ve supported. Come see us
at the Orange Tree! One Love.
Monkey D: Don’t get your dick out in the
kitchen when it’s on fire. Peace!

What can people expect from the show at
the Orange Tree?
Blugrass: We’re ready to party! Expect us
to give you a live show with a whole load of
shouting and probably a few beers to wash
it down with.
Monkey D: And then a few more beers.

BluMonkey play LeftLion Presents at the
Orange Tree on Saturday 3 March 2007.
www.blumonkey.net
www.myspace.com/blumonkey1

Words spoken
louder than a
foolish man’s
actions...
The UK hiphop scene has had
it’s share of ground-breaking
artists over the years. Some
have found a wider audience,
with acts like Hijack, Roots
Manuva, Blak Twang, Skitz,
Rodney-P and Taskforce
heading the forefront of the
ever bubbling movement,
although none of these
have ever really had a good
You’ve been described as inspiring empathy but also
being humble in your approach. Do you feel that’s a fair
comment?
I think it’s because I portray different characters a lot of the
time. I do that to try to bring the focus away from me as a
rapper. A lot of emcees are all about themselves, but I’m
more about the art. I love hiphop and I love the art of telling
stories, so I think in a way my personal life is sometimes
detached from my songs. But on the other hand there are
songs that are very personal to me and I think I let my ego
show on those. It’s important to have that side of your
persona just to get through life and give you confidence.
Tell us about your debut album Who Needs Actions When
You Got Words…
I was working on this project for two years and when I first
signed my record deal I’d never tried my hand at producing.
I found that the people who I worked with in the early
days didn’t give me the sound that I wanted, so I started
to do the production myself. Then I was running into walls
and obstacles as I did not have much experience with the
equipment. Eventually I hooked up with Frazier T Smith
who did production for a couple of Craig David’s tracks and
he’s also Craig’s guitarist as well. I released my first 7”
which Frazier produced and from there I met up with a guy
called Paul Epworth who produced the Bloc Party album. I
worked with him on the track No Good and then after about
two years I realised I’d gained enough experience to do it
myself. I would say around 70% of the album (maybe more)
is my own production. Obviously it was hard as it was my
first time at doing anything like this, so mixing the tracks
and putting stuff together has been taking hours.
You’ve also been touring extensively. How has that been
and has that helped you towards your now established
notoriety?

crack at the mainstream.
Now comes Plan B, an
emcee/ songwriter hailing
from Forest Gate London,
combining
guitar
skills
with storytelling and witty
lyricism. Will his acoustic
style gain him notoriety
beyond the underground?
We got in touch to find out
more… words: Jesse Keene
The tours help me. The more I do the tours the more people
know about me. Because I did the record at the same time
as the gigs it means the fans were ready for the album.
You’ve also played some mad functions. The one that
stands out is last years NME awards. How did that
come about?
I was just invited but I’m not sure why. I did a gig at The
Garage that maybe a couple of peeps at the NME saw and
after that they basically invited me to the show. It was
daunting because you’re in a room full of celebrities like
Teddy Sheringham and the guys from Spaced. You’ve grown
up seeing all these people on telly and now you’re standing
there with a guitar in a room full of them, ready to perform.
It helped me a lot though; it got me a few extra gigs and
opened the door to different opportunities in other fields so
it’s all good…
You mentioned that the exposure has opened up a few
different doors. Can you elaborate on that?
I would not call them offers as of yet, but I’ve been invited
to some auditions for roles in films and stuff. Because I tell
stories and really love films in general, I would like to get
involved with that. Starting at the bottom would mean I
would have to be a runner, which is not something that
I’m prepared to do, but another way of me learning about
how the industry works is to act in a film. So I’m all up for
doing that as long as it’s the right role for me. I don’t really
want to start off in a music film. That whole 8 Mile style
has already been done and for me to do that would be too
obvious. People are already making the Eminem comparison
with me and I don’t want to make those claims more
justified by doing a similar thing. I‘d rather do something
that was more demanding and puts me in a completely
different place from the hiphop scene I’m in….

Speaking of the Eminem comparison, I noticed on your
myspace site that someone made a really crass comment
about that. Do you get that a lot?
You get two types of haters. There are people who love
Eminem so much that as soon as another white guy decides
to make hiphop they hate on you. Then you get these other
people like this ignorant borderline racist who wrote that
blog about me. Instead of listening to the lyrics of my music
he just jumped on the fact that I’m influenced by a lot of
things associated with black culture and tried to question
me as a person from the way I talk. Cockney rhyming slang
was something invented by the Dockers down the East End
so that the police would not know what they was talking
about. That way of speech grew and became widespread
throughout London, so much so that black and Asian
people were talking like that as well because that was their
environment. When I was at school I was surrounded by
hiphop and me and my friends as white guys see no reason
why we should not be able to use certain words. We say
that because we see everyone as equal people and we
see language as something that is always evolving. When
I’m writing a rap and I find a word that can only rhyme
with a word that is used in black slang then I’ll use it. The
people who criticise me think that everyone should be put
in boxes. People just can’t help hating on people when they
have no real understanding of what you are doing or trying
to achieve as an artist.

Plan B plays at Nottingham Trent University
on Tuesday 6 February.
www.time4planb.co.uk
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Keeping to the Left…
Left of the Dealer were one of the first bands we came across when we started LeftLion. Back in the day
they even got described as ‘Nottingham’s best boy band’ – a description probably based on their youthful
looks rather than their sound. But they’ve always known how to rock and even after two major line-up
changes (co-founder Russ Clark leaving and more recently their drummer Saimon relocating) they remain
unshaken. We put some questions to Tommy Goodhall (vocals) and Adam Dziuba (bass) before their
LeftLion Unplugged gig in March… words: Glen Parver
What have you guys been up to recently?
Tommy: We played a couple of gigs just before Christmas,
one at The Social for a Farmyard Records charity do and the
other the next day at The Rescue Rooms for a classic Majik
NottsRock celebration, with Seretone along as well. Since
then we have been writing new songs and partying hard
over the holidays. Once Adam has finished his exams we’ll
be auditioning some new drummers.
What’s your favourite of your own tracks?
Tommy: I’d have to say the song formerly known as Sexual
Chocolates. It’s our most obvious single to date and it
seems to be our most widely enjoyed song, plus I also
wrote it. We’re still debating what to call it, get on our
myspace and vote or make a suggestion.
Adam: Break My Fall. I can’t think of another track that
strikes a chord as much as that one.
If you could get anyone in to play with you, who would
you choose?
Tommy: I’d say Sly and the Family Stone. I just think it
would be such good fun! We could do with Jon Bonham,
though we’d probably take Phil Collins right now. Having
said that, I think Jakey B (guitarist) actually likes a bit
of Phil.
Adam: John Mayer. People give a lot of stick but if he’s good
enough for Clapton, BB King, Kanye West and Common,
he’s good enough for me!

Who’s the best poker player in the band?
Adam: We’re all amazing. Left of the Dealer are Poker Jedis.
Tommy: But I’m the best little Padawan.
Who’s the worst?
Tommy: Probably balls-out Buckley (Jake).
How has the band changed since Russ left?
Adam: Russ leaving was hard but it also acted as a catalyst
for us all to grow up a lot musically; starting from scratch,
reworking songs/jams and trying to put a show together.
We became much more focused on what our individual
jobs were.
Tommy: It was painful for all involved, but a necessary
evil as we were going different ways and we all get along
better as friends without the pressure that was mounting.
It forced us to think about music in a different way working
more as a band rather than a collective of individuals. I
really respect Russ for being so brave and for telling me
first (he knew I wouldn’t take it well). It’s a real pity that
the Foncheros have dispersed but I know that they will all
have new projects to plough into.
Adam: Now in the aftermath of Saimon’s relocation to
Bournemouth we’re kind of back to square one again, but
the difference is this time we know what steps to take.
What can people expect from the show at the Malt Cross?
Tommy: It will be the first time that we play acoustically

with Adam on bass. We’ll also have Ian Starr from Majik on
percussion, so it should hopefully be new and interesting,
even to those who have seen Jake and I play acoustic
before.

Left of the Dealer play LeftLion Unplugged at The Malt
Cross with The Pretty Little Flowers on 20 March 2007.
www.myspace.com/leftofthedealer

Gentle Ben
words: Jared Wilson

Exposed to music at an early age, Texas’s Ben Kweller
began playing drums, piano and guitar aged seven. In 1995
(aged fifteen!) his band Radish were signed and dubbed
‘the next Nirvana’. Four years later they split and he made
friends with the likes of Ben Folds, Evan Dando (The
Lemonheads) and Wayne Coyne (The Flaming Lips). We
met up in Nottingham before his recent gig at Trent Uni…
Evan Dando’s a fan of yours…
Yeah, that’s how my solo stuff started. He got Freak Out,
It’s Ben Kweller and called me up. I’d just moved to New
York and he said ‘Hey, this is Evan Dando. I just got a copy
of your CD and I can’t stop listening to it! Give me a call
and we’ll hang out!’ It was a message and I saved it on my
computer and burned it to a CD. I called him back, he took
me on tour and that’s how the solo stuff really kicked off
for me.
What was it like touring with him?
We toured in my car, with two acoustic guitars in the trunk,
which was a really great time for me. It meant so much
more to me than any of the Radish experiences. Luckily I
moved to New York at a really great time and there were a
lot of other bands starting out like The Strokes, The Mouldy
Peaches and The Walkmen. We were all really close and
playing these 200 seat clubs together. It was nice to have
that community finally.
You’ve done a fair few US chat shows. Do you prefer
Weird Al, David Letterman or Conan O’Brien?
Conan is my favourite. He’s a musician. In his dressing
room he’s got guitars all over the wall and every time I’m
there he’s playing some Beatles solos, trying to get the
Harrison parts. They’re always one note off of where it
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should be and you just want to go in and be like ‘Dude, it’s
this note!’ He’s the funniest too!
Tell us about your side project, the Bens. I’m a bit Ben
Folds fan too…
He’s so talented. He’s the best piano player I know. It’s just
so good sitting in the room with him and Ben Lee, two great,
inspiring songwriters. We wrote and recorded four songs
in three days and did a tour in Australia. We haven’t done
anything since, but I saw Folds a week or two ago in New
York. We want to make an album and do a tour at some point.
I heard that last year’s Austin City Limits music festival
was a bit of a weird gig. Lots of blood involved?
Lots of blood! The air is so fucking dry on tour buses with
the air conditioning and I started getting a bloody nose and
it wouldn’t stop. There were twenty thousand people out
there and I didn’t want to cancel a gig because of a nose
bleed. So I went out and the bleeding kept getting worse. I
asked the crowd if anyone had a tampon and it turned into
this big publicity stunt. Wayne Coyne (The Flaming Lips)
came up to me the next day and was like ‘dude, you stole
my show.’ That night he did this ten minute tribute to my
nosebleed during their show, which was really sweet.
Is there anything else you want to say to our readers?
Just keep doing your thing and be who you are. Don’t
look over your shoulder and try to be the next guy. It’s so
important to follow your heart in all your decisions.
A longer version of this interview is
available on www.leftlion.co.uk
www.benkweller.com

Okay, this is probably the most self-indulgent
interview I’ve ever done, but when you grow up with
a vaguely unusual first name (in this country at least)
like Jared and a character comes on prime-time TV
soap Neighbours called Jarrod Rebecchi (note the
different spelling) you can expect years of abuse. At
first I hated it. Then I grew to love it, admiring his
experimentation with beaver tail mullets from afar. So
I set myself a mission to hunt him down for a chat and
actor Ryan Maloney seemed surprisingly up for it…
words: Jared Wilson
What’s your average day on the Neighbours set like?
Well, it lasts anywhere from one to fourteen hours, but most
likely three or four. It’s really easy work and really good fun.
A lot of actors say they work really hard… I don’t. Not on
our show anyway.
You’ve been in Neighbours since 1995. How has it
changed you?
Well… I’ve grown up, got older and my personality has
changed. Maybe I’m not so naïve and have a better
understanding of what makes people tick. It’s just a case
of growing up. The show has changed too, it’s a bit more
risqué. Before, problems were solved over a cup of tea, now
it’s over a round in court. There are people blowing things
up and holding others hostage on a regular basis. It’s
definitely become more dangerous to live on Ramsay Street.
What are your plans for your career? Do you plan to stay
in Neighbours?
I don’t know. I’m twenty eight, which is still fairly young.
At some point I’d like to come to the UK and see what work
I’d get over there. I don’t think I’d get a lot in Australia as
I’d be typecast - it’s a small industry here. Apart from that,
I want to kick back and see what life has to throw at me. I
never really wanted to be an actor; it’s just something I was
doing for fun. Then I managed to get myself a damn good
job, so I don’t see any reason to leave. I get paid well to
turn up and have a lot of fun.
Have you ever watched any English soaps like Eastenders
or Coronation St?
I’ve heard of them. Unfortunately I haven’t watched much.
I saw Eastenders at Christmas and someone walked out
of the pub and got hit by a car. It was a story of whether
they were going to live or die over Christmas. That’s pretty
depressing…

Have there ever been any Neighbours storylines you
didn’t like?
Probably, but I’ve forgotten them already! One of the beauties
about Neighbours is you just churn through the storylines and
they pump out. My job is to act and it really doesn’t matter
what they tell me to do. My job is to make it entertaining.
What are your screen brothers Stonefish and Tad up to
these days?
I understand that Stonie’s writing scripts and hanging out
in St Kilda, I run into him every now and then. Jonathan
Dutton who played Tad is doing another show here, based
around a hospital called All Saints.

Do you have any singing abilities? We get a lot of soap
stars that cross over to the UK for their music career like
Kylie, Jason and even Karl Kennedy…
No, I’ll leave the singing for the other people. I won’t get
into any of that. Maybe just enough for another pantomime.
Why did you get rid of the beaver-tail mullet? People
were fascinated by that hairstyle…
Are you for real, man? I looked like I had a dead rat hanging
off me.
It was kind of cool though…
For you maybe…

Okay, a few quick fire questions. In a culinary sense,
what is the most appetising type of fish or toad?
Fish or toad? I think maybe a salmon.

What do you think to Toadie compared to other on-screen
lawyers such as Quincy?
I think those other ones are definitely more credible.

Is Dee really dead?
Yes. It’s been a long time.

He seems to be the most laid back lawyer ever…
Toad’s the kind of guy who likes to do his law with his
pants off.

Who do you think would win in a wrestle out of Harold
or Lou?
Harold for sure!
Can he really play the tuba in real life?
No… not a chance.
Batman or Superman?
That’s a tough one. Batman’s a real man. Superman had
special powers. Do you go with the guy that made the most
of all his abilities or do you go with the person that actually
had something extra? I reckon Superman…

Anything else you want to say to LeftLion readers?
I hope I keep entertaining you and thank you very much for
watching, and thank you very much for the interest you’ve
shown in my character. Respect to the Jared!

Some people even say we look alike!
Well you can judge for yourselves…

Ned Kelly or Robin Hood?
Robin Hood.

Most of our homegrown soaps are miserable. Do you
think that reflects the difference in outlook and quality of
life between Aus and the UK?
That seems to be the response I get, but maybe that’s a
question for you to answer. There are a lot of English people
who love coming over here to live. Maybe because we have
warmer weather and lots of beaches. It’s a more outdoors
place than the UK.

Brilliant! I’m ringing from Nottingham so Robin Hood is
kind of our patron saint…
Oh. Lucky I said that then!

How chuffed are you to always get to snog hot women in
the show? Have you snogged any actors in real life?
No. I stay away from actors as they’re mental in the head.
As far as snogging hot women on the show, its okay but I
prefer to kiss my wife.

Have you ever met Kylie?
No, unfortunately I haven’t. She was only on the show for a
year and a half before she left to sing.

Who would you say is Erinsborough’s Robin Hood?
Well, it’d have to be a cross between Paul Robinson and
Harold. Because then you’re getting the robbing from the
rich and the giving to the poor.

What about Jason Donovan?
No I haven’t. I met his dad though. He played Doug Willis in
the show.

(photos courtesy BBC/© FreMantle Media/Grundy TV
and bophoto.co.uk)
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Mint Condition
words: Glen Parver

They’re Minty and Chewy. Well they’re
probably not actually that chewy
(unless you’re into cannibalism or
summat), but they’re one of Notts’
finest bands. Ladies and gentlemen,
we give you Mint Ive, the group made
up of Will Lillejord (vocals/ guitar),
Oliver Chetty (guitar), Joel Mulvany
(bass) and Val Vallis (drums). They’ve
been making waves in the local music
scene of late, so we thought we’d get
them in for a LeftLion Presents gig…
Where did you start out in music?
Oliver: In London, around Camden.
There’s so much happening around
there it’s easy for things not to get
done.
Val: Drumming in thousands of pub
rock bands in Coventry.
Joel: Will told me to buy a bass plus
when I brought my first CD, Cypress
Hill’s Black Sunday.
Will: I started out as a rhythm guitarist
for Illusive (the guitarist and drummer
are now members of The Kull) after
attending Clarendon College.
You’ve supported some big bands
recently. What were the Inspiral
Carpets like?
Joel: Clint Boon was cool and wise.
Tom Hingley was full on.
Oliver: They made us feel welcome
from the start. Tom gave us some
sound advice and shared his opinions
on life, music and Moby.
Will: We are due to support The
Maccabees which will be filmed for
Channel Four. We also had to turn

down support for Little Man Tate,
!Forward Russia! and Northside due to
recording commitments. Future slots
have been promised with top name
bands though…
Mint Viscounts or Mint Julep?
Will: Mint Viscount. You can bite
off each end and drink your coffee
through ‘em.
Joel: Definitely Mint Viscounts.
You’re big Forest fans. How do you
think your boys are doing?
Will and Joel: Premier league in two
years. It’s good to see the club stable
financially and on the pitch. Sadly
Martin, one of our friends, passed
away last year and Forest were kind
enough to donate a signed shirt
(mainly thanks to David Johnson). It
was auctioned off and raised £1200,
which went to the family.
What can people expect to see f
rom your LeftLion show at The
Orange Tree?
Joel: Messiness .
Val: A full house.
Oliver: Our last few gigs in Nottingham
have been quite big events headlining at a sold out Rescue
Rooms for Clough Aid, Junction 7 for
Hot Renault Traffic Club when three
hundred and fifty people turned up
and The Social. The Orange Tree will
give people who haven’t seen us the
chance to see what we are all about.
Free entry will always encourage the
inquisitive.

What was the last thing that made
you laugh?
Will: My mate Dave Brice. We were
also watching Shameless which is
class!
Joel: One crazed fan stripping down
to his Forest pants in the Cavern while
we were on stage.
Val: One day out with Mint Ive in
Liverpool. Legendary.
Oliver: The madness of our trip to
Liverpool to play the Cavern. 12pm
start, 3am finish. Fifteen hours of
madness.”

Anything else you want to say to
LeftLion readers?
Joel: Support your local bands. The
seeds are being sown.
Mint Ive play LeftLion Presents at
the Orange Tree (in association with
Farmyard) with Will Jeffery and Mables
Husband on Saturday 3 February 2006.
www.mint-ive.co.uk

Where there’s a Will there’s a way…
words: Glen Parver

Will Jeffery has become a familiar face
to us here at LeftLion. In real life he’s a
nice, down to earth, normal bloke, but
get him on stage and he sounds like a
cross between Tom Waits and the gruff
bloke from Gomez. His sets are rapidly
becoming the stuff of legend with
awestruck punters in the city. So we
invited him back for a LeftLion gig and a
bit of a chat…
Where did you start out in music?
I used to be in bands at school, but the first
serious band was called The Lanes. We
did a tour but nothing ever happened after
that. I started writing my own songs and
performing them at The Golden Fleece open
mic nights. From that I just started getting
gigs from people that saw me play.
What’s your favourite of your own tracks?
My favourite at the moment is Bucket and
Spade. It’s a song that I wrote after looking
at old photographs of myself and wondering
what my ambitions were back then and
whether I would have remembered those
moments without the photo.
People love your Fresh Prince cover
version. Were you a big fan of the show?
I’ve always known the words ever since I
was a nipper. I just put them to a tune I was
working on in a sound check for a laugh. It’s
one of those shows that I used to watch all
the time as a kid. It used to be on before
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Eerie Indiana on a Tuesday night when I
was about ten. I’m not a massive fan now.
Geoffrey Dharma or Geoffrey from
Rainbow?
It’s not really a hard choice. I’d have to go
for Geoffrey from Rainbow. Even though
there will always be the fear of him
touching me.
If you could get anyone in to play with
you, who would you choose?
Status Quo. We’d keep it simple but allow
for improvisation. We’d all wear matching
Levi denim suits and have loads of groupies
with poodle perms. I’ve always been a big
fan of theirs.
What can people expect from the show at
the Orange Tree?
Me with Status Quo and matching Levis.
No… just some new songs. I’m afraid the
mighty Quo are busy.
What do you listen to on the stereo at home?
Mostly Radio 2 or Radio 5.
What are your favourite hangouts in
Nottingham?
I like The Malt Cross, The Social and The
Orange Tree. Just places where I can sit
and relax with some decent music on and
have a good ‘owd chin wag.
Who are the best upcoming musical
talents in Nottingham?

Simon Haiku, Ed Bannard, Team Hughes,
Curtis Whitefinger and many others. There’s
some mates of mine called Censored that
are doing well for themselves. There’s a
good little scene going on.
What was the last thing that made
you laugh?
I’m quite a jolly fella so I laugh most of
the time.
What was the last thing that made
you cry?
A nightmare or something maybe. I don’t
cry much. I hold it all in until it’s called for.
Like a funeral or something. Or if I want
some money off a stranger.

What’s coming up for you over the
next year?
Plenty of gigs I hope. Some in other cities. A
CD so I can sell it at gigs. Towards the end
of the year I’m moving to Liverpool to go to
university and better myself.
Anything else you want to say to
LeftLion readers?
Come to gigs and make me feel special by
adding me to your friends list on myspace.
Will Jeffery plays LeftLion Presents at the
Orange Tree (in association with Farmyard)
alongside Mint Ive and Mables Husbands
on Sat 2 February 2007.
www.myspace.com/willjeffery

words: Michael S
imon
Whisked away by the NME almost before they could
walk, The Horrors have courted more than their fair
share of controversy in their first eighteen months as a
band. Between allegations of brawling, spats with The
Automatic and The Fratellis, and constant criticism that
they’re more style than substance, the boys in black have
been kept busy before the release of their first album. We
spoke to bassist Tomethy Furse about life as a Horror.

Do you ever do things with the intention of
shocking people?
No, never. It’s almost just followed us around. It’s not
always positive and sometimes quite detrimental. There
were reports of us beating up girls. One paper said we
smashed a bottle over a girl’s head and we’d never do
something like that. We’ve never caused trouble with the
intention of trying to shock or appal.

Why does the NME love you so much?
I don’t know, maybe because we’re a good band? It’s a
hard one that, it’s always been a bit bizarre. It is the New
Musical Express, so it’s supposed to be about new music,
but they do get stuck on things that have been around for
a while, so perhaps they’re clutching onto something new
and exciting.

Would you describe yourselves as indie or punk?
I hate the term indie, I find it very offensive. I think punk
is a more accurate description of our music. I hate genres,
because as soon as you label something it takes away from
it. If you call something a punk band, people immediately
think of the Sex Pistols. We’d go further to the sixties,
earlier to the fifties with rockabilly. If someone calls us a
goth band that immediately conjures up the wrong image,
because that’s not what we are at all.

Do you think you’ll ever win over your detractors?
I’m not really bothered to be honest. We wouldn’t want
to be middle of the road, and have everyone like us, we
wouldn’t want to compromise to make sales. Everyone
likes the Arctic Monkeys, but they’re not exactly pushing
boundaries or doing anything particularly exciting. If you’re
going to do something a bit weird you’re going to polarize
opinions, it’s just the way things are. It’d be nice if people
could see past their criticisms which are usually about
our image or our hair. If people don’t like the music that’s
completely within their right.
You don’t think you’re too image conscious then?
No, not at all.
Where does the gothicness come from?
We’d never ever called ourselves goths or gothic ever. I think
someone just said ‘They wear black, they must be Goths.’
I think most of the image is from our love of bands like The
Verve, The Cramps, Music Machine and The Sonics.
Do you feel a spiritual affinity with Russell Brand?
Absolutely not. I think he’s an incredibly unfunny person,
and his particular brand of comedy I just find offensive. It’s
not even comedy, it’s just being a bit outrageous. It’s very
easy to dress like that when you’ve got an army of stylists. I
literally have nothing to say about Russell Brand other than
that. I would not want anything to do with him.

What was it like working with Chris Cunningham on the
video of Sheena is a Parasite?
He’s mad but he’s got very much the same idea of things
as we have. We became really good friends. We have a lot
in common, the sort of music we listen to, the way we do
things, so the video was really great. I think he was mildly
obsessed with the song before though, because he was
really into the idea of a punk band with drum’n’bass beats.
Is the video more literal than the song?
Faris wrote the lyrics, but it’s based on Sheena is a punk
rocker and a Cramps song called Sheena’s in a Goth Gang.
It’s the last part of the story, when twenty or thirty years on,
Sheena is this disgusting, parasitic, bitter old woman who
has become everything she hates, leaching off other people.
One thing that seems to have generated a lot of press is
the bad blood between you and The Automatic. What’s it
going to be like touring with them?
I’m sure it’ll be fine, I’m sure they’ll be pleasant. We’ve
never met them before. I think a lot of that stuff is blown
out of proportion. To be honest, I hadn’t really heard of them
before that NME came out and I’m not a fan of their music
at all. I find them tedious. I’m all for people doing what they
want, making their music, or listening to the music they
want to. I just don’t enjoy their music that’s all.

What’s the worst gig you’ve ever had?
We played some really funny ones when we were in
America. You know the scene in Blues Brothers when the
stage has a chicken wire? It was like that. We were there
for a few weeks and everyone in New York told us Hartford
was a college town and we were going in the holidays. We
were thinking ‘It can’t be that bad, otherwise why have
they booked it?’ We got there and it was a sports bar that
had been turned into a rock bar. Just the freaks of the town
turned up, there can’t have been more than twenty-five
people there. It was great though, they loved it. There were
a couple of hardcore punks at the front and some obese
women in Rocky Horror Show outfits. It was bizarre.
Is your tour manager on a learning curve?
Slowly. He’s quite good actually. On that last tour with The
Fratellis, he kept on getting into trouble by accident. They
had a very intimidating production manager, who was
actually an incredibly nice guy. He threatened to beat our
tour manager up if he caused any trouble on the last show.
He then quickly retracted his statement when he realised
that our management company would probably sue him.
Did you play rugby at Rugby?
I did for the first term, I fucking hated it. I think I managed
to actually get out of all sporting activities for the next five
years.
What plans do you have for the future?
Well, the album’s coming out in March and sounds really
good. Every time I hear new music, I just want to go into
the studio and start recording more, so the next year will
just be recording the next album. I’m really looking forward
to that. It’s probably going to be a lot more interesting and
unusual than a lot of band’s debuts of late.

The Horrors are playing the NME Indie Rock Tour Rock City
on 14 February 2007. Also playing are The Automatic,
The View and Mumm-Ra.
www.thehorrors.co.uk
www.leftlion.co.uk/issue15
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words: Amanda Young

Origamibiro (aka Nottingham’s Tom Hill) is about to
release his debut album Cracked Mirrors and Stopped
Clocks on Expanding Records. Formally one half of
Wauvenfold (with Noel Murphy) he released three EPs
and has remixed the likes of The Super Furry Animals and
Bjork. In his former guise as Penfold Plum, Tom explored
bloopy glitchy electronica, but now he presents us with
a new sound full of classical guitar loops, sampled
recordings and sonic effects…
Your album Cracked Mirrors and Stopped Clocks
sounds epic. If you could do the soundtrack for a
film director who would you choose and what genre
would the film be?
I’d love to make music for films. The whole of my
album is actually telling a story I wrote a while ago.
That first track was a response to me hearing a piece by
Gustavo Santaolalla from The Motorcycle Diaries. It totally
changed my mind about what you could achieve in terms
of atmosphere. It inspired me to push the envelope a bit
and see if I was capable of creating something as broad. I
love films like Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, Punch
Drunk Love and Paris Texas. I’m looking for stuff that takes
everyday life and portrays it in an abstract way.
You seem to have a knack for romancing the guitar. Is
there some love affair happening there?
Haha, you’re spot on there. When I was in Wauvenfold I
was trying really hard not to do anything I’d heard before
so I didn’t allow the guitar to come into it much at all. In the
end, I realised I was just denying myself something that I do
actually really love.
Who was the last person you made a mixtape or CD for?
It was for my mate Chris. I gave him a CD of inspirations
for music I’d written, like The Books, Tunng, Coco Rosie and
Steve Reich.
I can sense your influences in the samples of background
noise, crunches and guitar slides. It sounds elegant and real
- not synthesised. Was that your intention or a mistake?
A bit of both. It’s almost like the intimacy with the instrument
comes across more if you let the mistakes breathe a bit. All
those noises deserve a place in the final piece.
Do you think the music you are making as Origamibiro fits
into a particular genre?
It’ll probably come under something like classical electronica.
I’ll let someone else decide that though.
It is being released on Expanding Records. This label does
seem to be stretching out into instrumental more than just
electronica…
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saying: “Well, that was good wasn’t it. They do make a
really good noise.”
Rate these in level of importance to you: software,
hardware, instruments, sound system, concept, music
Music, concept, instruments. I’m not sure about the
others, the equipment should come last.
Are you an mp3, vinyl, CD or cassette boy?
I’m an mp3 person now. I feel quite guilty about that
for some reason. But I’ve been using my computer and
going on iTunes to buy and download albums. I end up
finding things by following threads that I would never
have found before. It’s great!
What are you listening to at the moment?
Jamie Lidell’s album Multiply. It’s blown my mind.

I think that is an intentional direction for them. I know they
want to move away from purely electronic based music. I
think they just wanted to expand. Myself and Oblong,
another soon to be released act, could be a sign of this new
direction… but you’d have to ask them that really.
What were you doing as Wauvenfold?
We made a good name for ourselves and had quite a cult
following, but every track was really hard work. I think we
set our standards a bit too high. We were always pushing
for better, more original programming rhythms that never
repeated themselves. Eventually, we folded up completely.
But it wasn’t a bad split. We had a good run and we saved
our friendship.
What has happened since then?
Penfold Plum was a much needed solo project that came as
a bit of a release for me, mainly to have a laugh and not take
myself or the music too seriously. But it started turning into a
bit of a gimmick, so that annoyed me as well. You can’t win!
Origamibiro is the result of me not trying to prove anything.
So now I am the most happy I’ve been.
Best achievements?
The John Peel session that Noel and I did as Wauvenfold.
Ah, you met Peely?
No we didn’t actually get to meet him, which is the biggest
irony of the whole thing. He asked us to do some session
work that had never been released before for his show.
I remember him talking about us after one of our tracks,

How do you place yourself amongst other musicians?
Apart from the obvious, my influence is shit music. Without
that I have no measure of the love I have for what I am doing.
I’ve been reading a lot about relativity and how you only know
what you’re doing relative to what other people are doing.
You have to know that end of the spectrum to understand. I
can’t hate any music for that reason. I’m turning into one of
those middle-aged men who likes a little bit of everything!!
What did you grow up listening to? How has this shaped
you now?
My parents weren’t big into music when I was growing up.
I struggled to work out what music I should like and bought
some really awful stuff like Phil Collins (why did I just admit
that?) But at thirteen I listened to my sister’s mix tape of Led
Zeppelin and Lynyrd Skynyrd. Fuck knows what would have
happened if I hadn’t found that tape!
Any other musical epiphanies to speak of?
I recently saw a Southbank show about Steve Reich. It was
insane! He gets musicians to gradually slow down, phasing
out of sync with each other and as they do they start juggling
the notes. The idea, when you interlace melodies like that, is
the listener ends up creating the music in their own mind by
choosing which part to follow. It’s genius!
When is your album on the shelves?
Expect to see it around March or April along with some
live gigs incorporating interactive visuals by Eyelidnod
(Jim Boxall). These will be one-offs in unusual venues to be
announced soon.
www.myspace.com/origamibiro
www.expandingrecords.com

words: Michelle Bayton
Busy with the second of their re-releases, Cardiff
four-piece rock and roll outfit The Automatic are set
for another jam-packed year. They’re currently being
plugged heavily in music magazines, radio and even
on prime-time TV. We caught up with lead singer Rob
Hawkins and embarked on an insightful journey into
real life monsters, psychedelic Battenberg and the
band’s secret plans for 2007.

we were stranded from the outside world. It gave us all a
chance to think properly about what we were doing. Plus I
really liked my vocals on it!

were doing really well. It’s just nice to be appreciated
instead of some frantic fans just saying they love you and
want to do things to you.

Any inspirations which you can pinpoint?
I love Million Dead, although we don’t sound like them. I
just admire what they do and I guess you could say that
Radiohead have been an inspiration on our work.

Do you get that a lot?
No comment.

What have you been up to today?
Oh just interviews, interviews and more interviews. I think
this is my eighth today! They’ve all been good though so
I’ve enjoyed them.

Is there anyone who you’d like to collaborate with?
We’ve already collaborated with a band called
Yourcodenameis:Milo and they are awesome! We couldn’t
have asked for anyone better. Their lead singer (Paul
Mullen) has an incredible voice and actually made me feel
embarrassed. We appeared on a contributor’s album they
concocted alongside all sorts of other artists like Bloc Party
and it was brilliant.

No pressure then... How did it go standing in for Zane
Lowe on his Radio One show recently?
Largely it was very enjoyable, it’s good to get out there and
do something different for a change. It’s the first one we’ve
done but surprisingly we weren’t too nervous although it
is daunting to know that it was broadcast to three million
people. We subjected our listeners to the likes of Blood
Brothers, Moth and Fever Machine plus loads more.
It was cool.
Any cock ups?
Yeah there were a few uncomfortable pauses, but luckily
there were professionals nearby ready to step in to fill air
time, so it was all cool. We only needed them a couple of
times, so we weren’t that bad.
You’re most associated with your release of Monster last
year. Do you actually believe in monsters?
Umm... No not really. Well maybe the Yeti and of course the
monsters you find within people!
Who’s your favourite TV monster?
It has to be the Cookie Monster! There is no better.
Any particular horror films you’d like to commend
(It doesn’t have to be with monsters)?
I liked 28 Days Later purely for the fact that the zombies
were actually fast. It makes a change from the slow ones.
So what’s your favourite of your tracks?
Definitely By My Side from the album. It’s the track that’s
musically closest to what we listen to and it’s all about
regaining self confidence and being reflective. We recorded
it in a studio with no phone signal or internet, so it was like

What was the last album you bought?
Jurassic 5’s Quality Control. It’s a great album, it just flows
and feels really melodic. It’s like old school hiphop!
Is there anyone you think we should look out for in the
world of new music?
Mumm-Ra. They’ll make a rise I’m sure. Visa Machine
who have toured with us are fantastic. They’re like a
bombastic mix of Queen and Yes but nothing like them at
the same time.
Do you have a desert island disc?
That’s too hard a question. Maybe OK Computer would
cover it.
What was the last thing that made you laugh?
During our radio show we were trying to describe what
Fuji rock is and we described it as a psychedelic
Battenberg cake.
Okay…
Just keep it as a mystery but trust me it was funny.
So what was the last thing that made you cry?
I can’t remember really. I was touched by a text message I
received recently from a fan but it didn’t reduce me to tears.
What did it say?
It was just a genuine and humble show of appreciation.
It just said that they really like our music and thought we

You’re headlining the NME Indie Rock tour at Rock City.
Are you looking forward to it?
Yes it’ll be nice to get back on the road again even if it
means living out of a bus, but it sucks leaving my girlfriend
behind.
Awww how sweet. Have you been with her long?
About a year now and it’s all good.
Have you been to Nottingham before?
Yes a few times, we’ve played at Rock City before actually.
I remember it looked like it was run by Hells Angels and
had a really sticky floor!
What do you think of the city?
I remember a really good record shop. Is it Selectadisc?
Well I bought a really good Blood Brothers album last time
I was there.
What are the band’s plans for the next year?
After the NME tour we’re off to America which is going to
be really cool. I’m glad we’re starting to take off abroad
now. The band is being recognised and that’s a real boost.
I’m also looking forward to releasing a track which isn’t
from the album, but is in the pipeline. We’re just in the
process of tweaking it at the moment but it’ll be nice for
the fans to get a release, which isn’t a re-release, which is
something we’re not overly proud of.
Is there anything else you’d like to say to
LeftLion readers?
Erm… hello. No that’s crap isn’t it? I’m looking forward to
coming back to Rock City, so come along and see us!

The Automatic are headlining the NME
Indie Rock Tour Rock City on 14 February.
Also playing are The View, The Horrors and Mumm-Ra.
www.theautomatic.co.uk
www.leftlion.co.uk/issue15
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Sir Paul Smith A Timeline
1946
Born in Beeston, Nottingham, on 5 July.

1969
Smith met Pauline Denyer, who studied fashion design at the
Royal College of Art and becomes a catalyst for his career
(as well as his future wife).

1970
Set up his first shop in a tiny retail space in Nottingham city
centre. It only opened on Saturdays because of his weekday job.

1979
Opened a store in London.

1987
Opened a store in New York.

1990
Released a children’s collection.

I obviously used to cycle around here a lot. I lived in
Beeston and worked in Nottingham city centre, so I
used to cycle all the time. Then I moved to The Park
and still used to cycle there. I cycle when I’m in Paris,
because I work and have an office there. I keep bikes in
all the places I have to go, like Italy and Japan, so I still
keep my hand in a little bit.

Well it’s not often we get to interview a ‘Sir’ here at LeftLion. In fact it’s a first for us! But Paul Smith
has always been something a bit special. The man fashioned a global clothing empire from scratch,
building it out of hard graft which started in a small commercial space in Nottingham city centre.
A few decades later and his clothes and shops are available all over the world. We caught up with
him at the launch of the Broadway’s new ‘Paul Smith Cinema’ for a chat about the fashion industry,
travelling and Withnail… words: Jared Wilson photos: Dom Henry
What do you think to the new Broadway cinema and particularly your bit of it?
It’s really nice to see it because when I actually last saw the space it was just really a
building site and the rest has just been working from a drawing. I’m actually quite used
to working from just a plan as I’ve been involved in the design of all my shops. But it’s
always really nice and exciting to see it come to reality.
It’s very Paul Smith in that I’ve used the stripe that everybody knows is to do with me. The
fabric on the seats I actually designed for an upholstery firm in America, so the nice thing
is it’s actually meant for lots of bottoms and should wear well. The deep purple is also
a colour I use often in linings of suits. The entrance as you come in is a collection of my
photographs, which are all cinema-related.
I didn’t realise the photos were from your collection…
Some of them are to do with the actual Broadway. There’s a series of photographs which
are of empty theatres and empty cinemas, showing the stage and the art deco thing and
some of the iconic actors which I’ve always really liked. I still have to find out who the
photographer is. Then we’ve put in this really nice 1960’s Italian spaceship light at the
front, which looks a bit like a sputnik.
The film you’ve chosen to launch with is Withnail and I. I take it you chose that?
Yes. The idea was to officially open screen four (The Paul Smith Cinema) with a film that
was close to my heart. I chose Withnail and I because it’s a film that I absolutely love
and it’s twenty years old so that’s like an anniversary. But the main reason I chose it is
because the actual Withnail character that Richard E Grant plays was based on somebody
who was a personal friend of mine and actually was from Nottingham.
He was called Vivian Mackerall and was an actor who studied at RADA. The film is very
realistic and shows his wayward nature, but he did actually work on the stage and
made a TV documentary. He made one film with Marianne Faithful in 1974 called Ghost
Story in India.
Apart from that he got into the world of drink and drugs. He was still quite a responsible
person even though he liked his… well it was drink he mostly liked to be honest. He
worked with me in the old Paul Smith warehouse packing boxes. I’ve got very fond
memories of Vivian. There’s a ten minute slot at the beginning of the launch film for me to
talk about the cinema itself, some of the films I saw here as a young guy and also to talk a
little bit about Vivian himself and why I’ve chosen the film.
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When you got made a Sir, did you get to meet the Queen?
Actually it was Charles that put the old sword on my shoulder. But I met the Queen when
I got my CBE. When you’re honoured like that, you’re not allowed to speak to them unless
you’re spoken to because otherwise the whole thing would go on for hours and people
would be falling asleep in their seats.
She says very few things to you. But, without wanting to show off, I’ve actually met her
on quite a few occasions because I’ve been invited to Buckingham Palace quite a few
times to big official dinners with the Emperor of Japan. I’m a big exporter and we’ve got
quite an important business in Japan, so I found myself sitting there having dinner with
the Emperor and a few of the other people from Japan. Afterwards we’d have an after
dinner drink and literally be there with every member of the royal family which was quite
a bizarre experience. Literally, everybody was there including the Queen Mother and
Charles. I’ve met Charles quite a lot over the years and I met Diana because I’m quite
involved with various things like the Prince’s Trust. It’s not really my world but it’s quite
interesting to dip into it from time to time.
I know you’re a big cycling fan. Do you own any Raleigh bikes?
Actually, I don’t own a Raleigh. I ought to get one. We were talking about Raleigh
tonight because I have two friends that have come up from London and that was the
one connection they could remember with Nottingham. One of the guys was quite an
important film editor. He’s actually retired now, but he worked on Saturday Night, Sunday
Morning, the Albert Finney film which was based here in Nottingham. A lot of it was
based around the Raleigh factory, so they were asking me about that.
Bikewise, I’ve got a Trek and a Harry Hall from Manchester and a Mercian from Derby.
I’ve recently done a collaboration with Mercian from Derby, because it’s their sixtieth
anniversary this year, so we’ve designed a couple of bikes together which has been really
exciting for me.
Have you sampled any of the new Nottingham cycle routes? The Big Wheel have made
a big thing about creating new ones…
Yeah, I noticed that tonight, actually, when I was driving here. Apart from the trams,
you’ve got all the new cycle routes now. I actually don’t cycle much in Nottingham
because I’m normally only here for a day at a time now. I live in London and have done for
many years, so I miss that.

If you were going to give me a fashion makeover,
what would you suggest I wear?
Well, the first thing with any advice on fashion is that
it’s not that significant unless it’s important to you
personally. I don’t care if people dress in a scruffy,
immaculate, perfect or fashionable way. To me, I’m more
interested in human beings and what’s inside people’s
heads, like their conversation and emotion.
The second thing is that you can’t just do a makeover
unless you know the person’s personality and day-today job. You’re casually dressed tonight and the job that
you’re doing as a journalist means that you probably
dress in a casual way most of the time. So I’d say you’re
alright as you are, but if you were working as a banker
you might need a bit of help.
What are the best and worst things about working in
the fashion industry?
If I was a real typical fashion person, which would
mean I take myself too seriously, have a strong ego, go
to all the openings and parties and pander to the press
all the time, the culture would be a real downside to the
fashion industry.
But I’m a very independent person and I don’t take
myself too seriously. I don’t really go to any of the
parties and private views or mix with people working
in the fashion industry. The great thing about my job
in fashion is that I’m lucky enough to be independent
and able to make my own decisions. We’re a privately
owned company. I’m the boss and the main shareholder
and I feel very privileged that I can work quite freely.
My trade happens to be fashion, but its just great to be
working independently.
How do you feel when you see people wearing your
clothes in the street?
I always feel pleased, although not as much if they look
a mess! I’m a real anorak about my clothes because I
can look at something and say, ‘that’s from ten years
ago’ and know which mill it’s rom. But obviously seeing
someone wearing your designs is really exciting.
Except on one occasion, I once spotted a guy at
Nottingham station in a coat that I’d made. I’d only
ever made one of them and it was a mistake. It was a
jade green coat with dinosaurs printed on it and was
made for a special project as a sample. It obviously then
got sold on in a sample sale or something and I was
horrified to see a human being owning and wearing it
on the station. But that was the only time that I was
really horrified by my own clothes.
I’ve been reading about you on the web. They say
you’re very grounded in the fashion industry. Is that
down to your roots? How do manage to maintain this
‘groundedness’?

One of the reasons could be that I was based in a
provincial town for a long time and I think I didn’t get
too big for my boots. I think in a provincial town people
still keep you very “you are what you are.” People say
“yeah, you’re just Paul! I went to school with you!” Also,
my father had a very lovely, strong personality. He was
a very nice man, who died at the age of 94. Right up
until the end he had a lot of young friends and was easy
to talk to, very witty and everything. I just hope that a
bit of his personality rubbed off on me and helped me
have the ability to communicate with people.
I’ve been together with my wife a long time, since
before you were born. So being very stable at home,
very happy and still in love and stimulated by her and
how she is in every way. All those things contribute
to making you realise you’re just a normal bloke. I’m
not searching for attention or trying to show off or take
myself too seriously.
A question from one of our readers that was posted
on the LeftLion forum. I hope you don’t mind because
it’s a little bit…
Personal?
Yes, you could say that. Will you design your own
coffin or will you be buried in something that’s off
the peg?
I definitely won’t design my own coffin! I’m scared of
dying, I like life too much and I think when the day
comes I’ll be happy to be in anything. But I do have my
plot already fixed, with a space for my wife as well. It’s
already booked.
Can I ask where that is?
It’s in London, I can tell you that.
What do you miss about not living in Nottingham
anymore?
I don’t think I miss that much to be honest, but I enjoy
coming back. I always like coming to this cinema and
that is one of the things I always try to do when I come
back. If I’ve had a busy day I can come in here and just
clear my head by seeing a film. It’s such a good cinema
and it has quite a lot of, I suppose you call them art
films, but interesting ones rather than big commercial
movies.
I’ve got 400 staff here in Nottingham so I’m still very
connected with Nottingham. I live mainly in London,
but I’m actually travelling seven months of the year.
I enjoy travelling more than anything, so I don’t miss
London and I don’t miss Nottingham because I see
them both regularly.
I’ve got a home in Italy and I’ve just opened three
shops in eight days, so I was in New York, Moscow
and Paris all in eight days! I spend most of my time in
a metal tube called an aeroplane. I feel very privileged
with how much I can absorb and observe and how
much of the world I get to see. I’m interested in life and
interested in looking.

1991
Won British Design for Industry award and named Honorary
Fellow of the Chartered Society of Designers.

1993
Took over the traditional but bankrupt work-wear company R
Newbold (est. 1885) and incorporated many of their famous
cuts into his collection, including the 4239 shirt (42 inch
back, 39 inch front). Also released a women’s collection after
discovering 15% of his line is bought by females. Worldwide
retail and apparel sales reach $83million.

1994
Opened first women’s boutique in Paris and named
Commander of the British Empire, for services to fashion
industry. Worldwide retail and apparel sales reach
$133million.

1995
The London-based Design Museum opened a retrospective
of Smith’s work in the fashion business called True Brit. It
was the first time this renowned museum devoted an entire
exhibition to a single fashion designer. Won Queens Award
for Industry, for export achievement. Worldwide retail and
apparel sales reach $208million a 60% annual rise in sales for
two years running.

1996
The total number of company owned stores reached 100.
Eight in Great Britain, one in New York and one in Paris.
In Asia (where Smith also has franchise stores) he boasts
two in Singapore, three in Hong Kong and dozens in Japan,
where he is considered to be the leading European designer.

1997
Invited to join the Labour government’s Department of
Culture, Media and Sport Creative Industries Taskforce by
Tony Blair.

2000
Knighted by Queen Elizabeth II for services to the British
fashion industry.

2005
Opened a store in Willoughby House, Nottingham. This is a
Grade II listed town house, built in 1738 for the Honourable
Rothwell Willoughby. It’s just a few yards from 10 Byard
Lane, the site of his first store in 1970.

2006
Total stores and concessions to his name, from Knightsbridge
to Kyoto, reached 347. The Broadway Cinema, Nottingham,
named a cinema after him which he decorated with his
own designs.

www.paulsmith.co.uk
www.leftlion.co.uk/issue15
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Neil Heath Artist
Describe your style. Rembrandt’s honesty with some of Francis Bacon’s darkness.
Tell me a joke: I always chuckle about the Harry Hill joke about the fly which, after a heart attack, comes back to life after touching one of
those electric blue rings you get in chip shops.
Current activity: I’m painting two old men sitting on a bench outside the Theatre Royal. I’m not sure what they were discussing. Iraq?
Trams? The price of milk?
Favourite art space in Nottingham? The Alley Café. They’re unpretentious, don’t discriminate on who exhibits and they don’t charge or take
commission.
Top tip for upcoming artists: Don’t compromise for other people. Even Picasso never felt that he was the finished article. He kept working
until he died.
Favourite quote? ‘If there’s anything worth fearing in the world, it’s living in such a way that one gives oneself cause for regret in the end.’
The Meaning of Things, AC Grayling.
What would you demonstrate against? Having records of our DNA put on a national register like Blair is proposing.
It’s a kind of genetic imprisonment.
You turn the corner and see Doctor Who’s TARDIS. You jump inside and set the time. What do you set it to and why? I’d go and see my
mum. She died a few years ago and I would do anything to see her again. I’d tell my younger self to look after his Star Wars figures and I’d get
my haircut by mum at her salon. I’d also go back to 1979 and watch Forest win the European Cup at the Olympic Stadium.
Anything else you want to say to LeftLion readers? Come and look at my paintings from 1 February 2007 at the Alley Café.
www.neilheath.co.uk

Jo Irvine Photographer
Describe your style: Documentary and
lifestyle photography.
Tell me a joke: Two snowmen are
sitting in a field. One says to the other,
‘can you smell carrots?’
Most influential photographers? Nan
Goldin, Tierney Gearon and Corrine Day.
Current activity: Fashion for Elle
magazine, advertising for Derwent
Living, portrait commissions and trying
to do more band stuff. I’ve also got some
pictures showing at JWT in London and
The Golden Fleece on Mansfield Rd.
Favourite hang out in Nottingham?
The Broadway.
What is your top tip for upcoming
artists? Make contacts, be passionate
and committed. Don’t fool yourself it will be easy.
What happened to you today? I’ve just got back from a 24hr bus ride from Tignes, so bath, food and bed!
What is your philosophy for life? Do something you enjoy every day.
What would you demonstrate against? Rubbish.
New Year’s resolutions? Work harder!
You turn the corner and see Doctor Who’s TARDIS. You jump inside and set the time. What do you set it to
and why? 1985 to see my mum.
Anything else you want to say to LeftLion readers? Have fun!
www.joirvinephotography.com

Michael Forbes
Artist and Curator
Describe your style: The pursuit of
beauty in subject matters that aren’t
obviously beautiful. My latest paintings
Found Dead all explore the failings of
man. I explore how the brain processes
colour and our response to it.
Tell us a joke: Trying to make a living
from my art.
Most influential artist? The four at the
top of the tree are Pablo Picasso, Francis
Bacon, Jean-Michel Basquiat and
Hieronymus Bosch.
Current activity: Curating The
Redemptive Beauty of Life After Death,
the current exhibition at the Bonington
Gallery. I brought together eight artists exploring death, the absence of the body, beauty and our understanding
of it. Come see the show, it runs until 17 February.
Favourite art space in Nottingham? I don’t have a favourite venue.
What is your philosophy for life? It will always be all right. Nothing ventured nothing gained. It’s easy to make
things happen; all it needs is time, effort and money.
What would you demonstrate against? The demise of education.
New Year’s resolutions? I don’t have any, but 2007 is going to be a good year.
You turn the corner and see Doctor Who’s TARDIS. You jump inside and set the time. What do you set it to
and why? 1992. I would borrow loads of money, invest in loads of houses and wait until 2007 to sell them. Then
buy a big farm with buildings that can be converted into a big studio.
Anything else you want to say to LeftLion readers? I’m desperate for a large studio, so if anyone knows of one
please let me know. 2007 is really going to be a good year. Trust me, I’m an artist.
www.arttart99.com
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Dorian Conway Musician
Describe your style: I’m in The Soundcarriers, a four piece Acid
Cinematic Folk band. We work with three part vocal harmonies and
are passionate about what we do.
Tell me a joke: Maybe later.
Most influential musicians? Pentangle, Wicker Man soundtrack,
Jefferson Airplane, The Beach Boys, Small Faces. I also have jazz, soul,
motown and experimental influences...
Current activity: We’ve just found a studio space and are in the
process of building sound proof walls. We’ve got lots of gigs coming
up. I am most excited about our gig with Little Barrie at The Social on
21 Feb.
Favourite art space in Nottingham? The Arts Organisation on Station
Street. It’s a fantastic space where we will be hosting our own night
once or twice a month. The first event is on 16 February.
What is your philosophy for life? All progress is good, even when
minimal. Be ready to accept help and don’t be too hard on yourself.
What would you demonstrate against? I’m into the idea of
demonstrating and protesting. There is a lot to protest about these
days, so much that there seems to be a general feeling of apathy
and futility.
New Year’s resolutions? We (The Soundcarriers) want to make our
new night a special event in Nottingham and I personally want to
make more effort with the management of the band.
You turn the corner and see Doctor Who’s TARDIS. You jump inside
and set the time. What do you set it to and why? It would have to be
a random selection. I often select records to listen to at random and I
find this works surprisingly well.
www.thesoundcarriers.com

If you would like to feature
on these pages email
details about your work
(with examples if possible)
to amanda@leftlion.co.uk

OUT&ABOUT
BARS/GYMS/RESTAURANTS/SHOPS

Cheese Please!
Over Christmas I ate a lot of cheese. But
not your average Tesco Value stuff, you
understand. Instead I went to mm…deli
on Mansfield Road and got about twenty
quid’s worth of everything from blueberry
to red hot chilli. I would highly recommend
that place to anyone with taste buds…
But had I known it existed at the time,
I may well have tried to get some of the
Notts-produced Cropwell Bishop Creamery
cheeses involved in my seasonal after
dinner biscuit party too.
The creamery is located in the village of
Cropwell Bishop in the Vale of Belvoir about
five miles to the south east of Nottingham.
It lies in the heart of Stilton country and

LeftLion whips out the credit card and wallows
in the retail wonderland that is Nottingham...

words: Claudia Kowalski
produces some of the most consistent
and award-winning Blue Stilton, Blue
Shropshire and White Stilton in the UK.
Employing around sixty people, it’s a small
independent family run business, with a
history that goes back to 1941. All their
cheeses are still handmade, by methods
that have changed very little since the
eighteenth century.
In 2005 they won eleven separate awards,
including Best Blue Cheese and Best
English Cheese, in the World Cheese
awards. So no messing about - if this were
about football rather than fromage they
would be the Brazil of the East Midlands.
Many of the company’s customers are
household names and include chefs,

Out and About Directory

multiple retailers, specialist cheese shops
and independent distributors.
You can buy some of their range online,
starting at £10.50 (a 500g quarter ring
of Blue Stilton) and going as high as
£69.25 (A 7.4kg whole Blue wrapped in
wax paper and ready for eating). Also
see their website for a range of delicious
complementary recipes for dishes such
as Stilton Beef Steaks with Mushrooms
and Stilton Stuffed Mushrooms with Herb
Butter.
Cropwell Bishop Creamery, Cropwell Bishop,
Nottingham, NG12 3BQ. 0115 989 2350
www.cropwellbishopstilton.com

LeftLion have launched a directory of local businesses on our website and the
four companies below were the first to take their place upon it…

To get your business listed on
these pages (and on our website)
contact ben@leftlion.co.uk or
phone 0115 9123782

General Store

The Marcus Garvey Ballroom

The Irish

re:store

This is really anything but just a ‘general
store’. Inside the frosted glass windows on
Mansfield Road lies a brave new world of
tea, coffee and chocolates, including many
freshly made and fair trade varieties.

Located in Lenton, the heart of
Nottingham’s student area, and in close
proximity to both the halls of residence and
university campus, under various names
this place has been a refuge for late night
clubbers for decades.

The Irish is undergoing something of a
renaissance at the moment, with a student
indie night every Tuesday evening. The
soundsystem has become far more intense,
thanks to the help of the Garvey’s world
renowned heavy rig CPH crew and this is
complemented by new lighting and decor.

re:store is a contemporary clinic just off
the market square, catering for men and
women, offering therapies ranging from
full body aromatherapy massage to short
seated and clothed treatments.

Pop inside to sample some of the finer
things in life. You can try before you buy
on many items and you can also chill out
in their little coffee room in the back and
forget the outside world even exists.
At the last count they had 60 coffees, 120
teas, at least 15 drinking chocolates and
36 flavours of Movenpick ice cream. They
have chocolate bars from Germany, France,
Spain, Belgium, Denmark, England and
Australia. They even have lactose-free,
gluten free and dairy free products. Brands
include Booja Booja, Divine, Green and
Blacks and Rococo. Show your student card
to qualify for 15% discount on all regular
items (you need to mention that you saw it
in LeftLion).
General Store, 570 Mansfield Road,
Sherwood, NG5 2FS. 0115 9692300
www.periodlife.com
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The Ballroom is a multi-functional venue,
boasting an eclectic range of live music
clubnights, shows and events. In recent
times, under the guidance of the chaps from
Hot Renault Traffic Club, this place has built
a much-respected reputation for live music,
shows, and club nights.
Resident promoters Firefly have now
gone monthly and Detonate still do the
odd big night too (their next one being
on 10 February). Artists that have played
there over the last year include The Kooks,
Graham Coxon, and The Inspiral Carpets.
They recently announced a Groove Armada
DJ set (March) which should go down a
storm with chill-out fans.
Marcus Garvey Ballroom, Lenton Boulevard
(off Derby Road main junction), NG7 2BY.
0115 9788674 www.the-ballroom.co.uk

If you’re thinking cheesy Irish tunes,
don’t worry there’s a new sheriff in town
controlling the play lists on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. The cheese has been kicked
out for the original classic and current indie
and a sprinkling of ska, soul and sixties.
One thing that hasn’t changed, however,
is the usual cheap drinks and party
atmosphere.
They’re open Tuesdays (NUS only) 10pm3am, Thursdays 10pm-2am, Fridays 10pm3am and Saturdays 10pm-3am. A pint of
Guinness please…
Irish, 2-4 Wilford Street, NG2 1AA.
0115 9473424. www.irishclubnotts.com

You can drop in for a quick fix, with
treatments that take place in their ground
floor therapy chairs, (fully clothed, oil-free)
and can easily be fitted into a lunch break
or after work. The treatments concentrate
on the high tension areas of the back, neck
and shoulders. Choose from 10, 15 or 20
minutes of relaxation.
If you’re in need of some serious time out,
their range of full body and specialised
treatments such as aromatherapy or indian
head massages could be just what you need
to rebalance your whole mind and body.
They are open Tuesday-Friday from 10am6pm (Wednedays until 8pm) and Saturdays
from 10am-4pm. Plenty of time to chill…
re:store - the contemporary clinic,
17 Hurts Yard, NG1 6JD 0115 9590000.
www.thecontemporaryclinic.co.uk

New Slogans For Nottingham
‘Nottingham: Some Bits Of It Are Quite Nice,
Actually, You Just Have To Know Where To
Avoid’
Adrian
‘Nottingham: Come for a laugh… Leave in
stitches.’
Barnze
‘Nottingham: A Great Place To Score’
accompanied by pictures of footballers /
youths chatting each other up / drug addicts.
Wendell Spanswick
‘Nottingham Nightlife: Come Out, Or We’ll
Shoot.’
Cheque
‘Nottingham: Jo and Twiggy for sale’
mrgeesbigcircus
‘Nottingham: It’ll Be Nice When It’s Finished’
Lord of the Nish
‘Nottingham: Leave It Darren, He’s Not Worth It.’
Nigerian Journal of Medicine
‘Nottingham: Stag and Hen Solutions.’
bophoto
‘Nottingham: Yes, the N is supposed to be
wonky.’
BRJ

Why Don’t People In Notts
Support Their Own?
I think there’s often an attitude from people in
Nottingham that if you do something good in
this city then it’s small-time. But if someone
from outside the city comes in then people
jump on their gravy train.
Jared
I think there’s a general national attitude
towards success, especially if it’s linked
to creativity or innovation, which revolves
around suspicion and resentment.
Snowmonkey
I think some of it comes from how small the
place is: Everyone knows everyone so there
are lots of opinions people hold that aren’t
really based on anything other than rumour
and speculation. When someone comes from
outside none of those things are true so they
feel comfortable going with that.
Alan
Nottingham is full of small-minded rarse clarts
with no imagination. I wish I’d left when I
had the chance but I had the foolish notion of
‘sticking to my roots’ with people who were
‘real’. Oh, we’re ‘real’ alright. Real friggin
(a)pathetic!
themn
The prevailing attitude in Nottingham is ‘Oh,
so you’ve done this and that, then? You must
really think you’re summat’. Unlike Newcastle,
Liverpool and Manchester, we’ve never been
encouraged to have pride in our city and
we’ve never had a personality.
Lord of the Nish
Nottingham is the capital of apathy. If The
Beatles were born in Notts we’d never have
heard of them, unless they’d buggered off to
London. The locals would have said ‘they’re
nowhere near as good as The Shadows.’
richardsnow

Words: Roger Mean

Valentines Day is a bit like holidaying in Paris. If you’re in a couple
then everything seems perfect, romantic and breathtakingly beautiful.
If you’re alone then you wonder why everybody has suddenly become
really stupid and have decided to lick each other’s faces.
Personally I dread this time of year. Getting up in the
morning is hard enough, then you go to collect the mail
and find four cards, all in the same handwriting - your
mum’s! You know that she’s worried because you’re
not getting any younger and she hasn’t met a potential
breeding partner for you since your school days. The
more times you reassure her that you’re not gay, the
more insincere it seems. A decade down the line the
wisest choice is to say nothing.
This time last year I was dating a girl who I honestly
believed to be the most beautiful woman in town.
We had been seeing each other for several months,
but nothing much had really happened and we
were getting dangerously close to that ‘friends for
life’ territory, from which there is no going back. So
I decided to instigate a change and make a grand
romantic gesture to show her how I really felt. I wrote
her a poem and dropped flowers off at her house. She
found them as she got home with the other bloke she
had been spending the day with. I met him later and
felt insulted to be competing for the same girl as him,
let alone be the loser. Like a Backstreet Boy ten year’s
after the last bit of fame had blown out of his coked-up
nostrils. It was then I decided never to indulge in the
sport of this day again.
But I don’t want to put a downer on it all, for those of
you that are in love, just don’t be so in our faces about
the whole thing! Below are some ideas of what to do on
what can either be the most romantic or lonely day of
the year…
Go for a meal
It’s all about finding the right ambience for the perfect
romantic meal. Wagamamas is a quality restaurant
with consistently good food, but on this one night of
the year you don’t want randoms sitting on the bench
next to you. If money is no problem then posh nosh at
Harts or World Service is likely to impress any date. But
if you’re wealthy enough for that then you’re probably
tazzing around in your Ferrari rather than reading this
right now. Instead try Dolce opposite the Broadway
for fine Italian food at a very reasonable price. For
vegetarians, try Squeek on Heathcote Street. Or maybe
just cook a romantic meal and have a night in together
– it’s nearer to bed that way after all. For the singles
crowd a Subway or Greggs will probably do.
Watch a movie
At the time of going to press the local cinema listings
for valentines day had not been revealed, but there’s
bound to be some chick flick on. Couples: get yourself
buried deep in the back row and make out like
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fifteen year old kids learning to snog. If you go to the
Cineworld then the bonus is that there are plenty of
bars and restaurants in the Cornerhouse to visit. The
bad side is that most likely you’ll end up watching
something starring Jennifer Aniston. Broadway now
have a Paul Smith Cinema, which could add a touch of
class to your night (to complement the arthouse cinema
offerings). They’ll also be launching the Love City game
(see below) in the bar area, which could be great if
you’re feeling sociable. Or you could just stay at home
and get a DVD. Blokes in relationships - a bit of advice:
this is the one day of the year that Jackie Chan or Jet
Li may not be suitable. For the singles crowd, a lighthearted comedy with minimal romantic content like
Napoleon Dynamite or Bill and Ted might cheer you up.
Or you could go entirely the other way and vent your
hate / rage by hiring Scarface, The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre or Gaspar Noé’s Irreversible.
Take part in Love City
Love City is an intriguing new mobile phone game by
Active Ingredient, raising hearts and eyebrows across
the East Midlands. Taking place from 14 February, for
one month players can send messages of love between
Derby, Leicester and Nottingham. By linking with
someone from a different city you build the love and
increase your score. Anyone with a mobile or access to
the web can take part. It launches on Valentines Day at
the Broadway cinema in collaboration with digital arts
promotions collective Loom. Large screens in public
spaces in the three cities will show it grow throughout
February and March. It’s suitable for singles and
couples alike. Text LOVE to 07786 200 350 or go to
www.lovecity.tv for more information
Get drunk and cry yourself to sleep
Much like it says on the tin, this option is a bit of a
last resort for the down and out. If you’ve pretty much
given up on the rest of your life and any hopes of social
interaction ever again then it doesn’t really matter
where you go – as long as the drinks are affordable.
If however, the depression of this day is just a blip on
an otherwise half-decent life then you might be best
advised to consult your local Thresher or Bargain Booze
and buy one bottle of spirits (rum, vodka or whiskey
depending on personal choice), one bottle of wine (red,
always red) and no mixers whatsoever. Drink these on
an empty stomach, get a bit upset and then wake up
in the morning in a pool of your own fluid. If you’re in a
couple reading this and actually considering it a good
choice for the evening, then it might be time to ‘have a
little talk’ to your partner.

listings...
Thursday 01/02
Overvibe Vs The Stoatz
Venue:
The Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
8.30pm - 12am
Not Your Hero
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£6.25
Times:
7.30pm doors
Radar
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£4.05
Times:
9pm doors
The Duloks.
A Night for Lovers with...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£7
Times:
9pm
Coraleena, Percy Dread, Lady
Hunter, Aurelius and DJ Chiney
Dread.
Thunderstruck
Style:
Rock
Venue:
Cookie Club (The)
Price:
£3
Times:
10.30pm - 2am
Thrashtastic Promotions
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£5
Times:
8.30pm - 12am
Vile, Deadfall and Deceptor.
Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.

Friday 02/02
Red Rack’em Presents
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Mascara Mascara
Venue:
The Rig
Price:
£3 b4 11pm (NUS)
Times:
10pm - 3am
S.P.A.M! - VinylJacks
Style:
Garage, Sixties
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm - 2am
Spectrum is 6!
Style:
Breaks
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£9.55
Times:
10pm doors
Evil Nine, Quantic, Hexstatic, Klaus
‘Heavyweight’ Hill, Pete Jordan,
Hexadecimal, Freeman, Red
Rack’em, Dave Boultbee, B Boy J,
Spam Chop, Delerium Funk and
Frakah (Live PA).
Moscow State Symphony
Orchestra
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£8 - £29
Times:
7.30pm
Sack Sabbath
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£6 / £8
Times:
9pm - 2am
Muse Live Presents
Venue:
Muse
A diverse range of live bands.

Saturday 03/02
Peewee’s Funk Salad
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Chris Brokaw
Venue:
Bunkers Hill Inn
Price:
£4 / £5
Times:
8.30pm
Basement Boogaloo
Style:
Trance
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£5 b4 12am, £6 after
Times:
10pm - 3.30am
Nick Shaw, Ed Cotton and
mystery guest.

music / weeklies / comedy /exhibitions / theatre
Saturday 03/02
Detonate Presents....
Style:
DnB
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£6
Times:
11pm - 3.30am
Doc Scott (2 Hour Set),
Transit Maﬁa, DJ Lynkx.
Hosted by P-Fine and Maveric
Clinic
Venue:
Price:
Times:

The Social
£9.55
7pm

Kings of Swing
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£14.50 / £16.50
Times:
7.30pm
Not from London/Audio
Massage Acoustic circus
Venue:
Loggerheads
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Das Ragworms, Sally Murray,
The Bonsai Projects, Russ Clark,
Old Basford Dan, Clyde-a-Scope,
Liam Scott Smith, Lynn Lauze,
Danny Hughes, The Hairy Poet,
Jimi A and Hojo.
Basement
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Boogaloo Warm Up
The Golden Fleece
Free
9pm

Wildside Presents
Venue:
Junktion 7
Times:
9pm - 2am
Crazy Lixx, Jackviper and Maeve.
LeftLion and Farmyard Presents
Venue:
The Orange Tree
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
We join up with Farmyard Records,
Mint Ive, Will Jeffery and Mable’s
Husbands.

Tuesday 6/02
Okkyung Lee
Venue:
Rose of England
Price:
£5
Times:
8:30pm
Will Guthrie and Jez Riley French.
Plan B
Venue:
Price:
Times:

NTU Union
£10.65
8pm

Hell is for Heroes
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£11.20
Times:
7.30pm doors
Acoustic Tuesdays Presents...
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8:30pm
With We Show Up On Radar.
Cosmic American Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£8 adv
Times:
7.30pm doors
With Eve Selis.

Wednesday 7/02
The Decemberists
Venue:
NTU Union
Price:
£12.85
Times:
8pm doors
Brutal Truth
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7.30pm doors
Saggy Pants Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£3
Times:
8.30pm
Soulrise, Blood Orange and
Soulcracker.

Thursday 8/02
Tangata
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Golden Fleece
Free
8.30pm - 12am

Thursday 08/02

Saturday 10/02

The Retro Spankees
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£4
Times:
8pm
Plus Lardpony and Amida.

My Milkman has AIDS
Style:
Pop, Hiphop, Cheese
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
Free b4 10pm £5 / £6
Times:
10pm - 3am

I’m Not from London /
Audio Massage
Venue:
Rose of England
Price:
£4 (NUS)
Times:
8pm – 11pm
With Yes My Ninjas? Riddle Of
Steel, These Monsters, House Of
Brothers and DJ Spuff.

Algo Especial Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£8
Times:
9pm - 2am
I Love Funking in the Barn and
DJs Winston, Damien, Mr Marky,
Mr Blackﬁnger, Cris Simms and
Pete Percussion.

Larrikin Love
Venue:
NTU Union
Price:
£10.10
Times:
8pm

Rent ‘A’ Tent
Style:
Sixties, Soul, RnB
Venue:
The Test Match Hotel
Price:
£2.50
Times:
7pm -12pm

Matt Berry
Venue:
Price:
Times:

(Mighty Boosh)
The Rescue Rooms
£10.65
7pm

Clocks and
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Grace
The Social
£7.35
8pm start

Radar - Fortune Drive
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£5.15
Times:
9pm
Don’t Start Feeling All ‘Romantic’
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£3 / £4
Times:
8.30pm - 12am
The Retro Spankees and Amida.
Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.
Delta Sounds
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Acoustic night with The Deltarays.

Friday 9/02
Damage Inc
Venue:
The Rig
Price:
£3 b4 11pm
Times:
10pm - 3am
Sublogik
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£3 b4 10pm £4 after
Times:
9.30pm – 2am
DJs from Pure Filth and Psycle.
Renaissance - John Digweed
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£13.95
Times:
10pm
Plus Marcus James
WigFlex
Style:
Dubstep, Tech, Electro
Venue:
Muse
Price:
99p
Times:
10pm - 4am
Dub Child, DJ Spamchop, Hizatron
(Live), BashyFlesh and Shinobi on
the mic. Live Visuals: Synoptics.
Dynamics
Venue:
Price:
Times:

The Golden Fleece
Free
9pm

Tinker
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
An evening of relaxed electronica
featuring Last and Least.

Saturday 10/02
Myhouse-Yourhouse
Style:
House, Disco, Soul
Venue:
Saltwater
Price:
Free
Times:
3pm - 2am
Alex Traska, Scott Marks, Si James,
Ryan Hall, Beane, Wafer and Klutz,
Paul Hackett, Dave Boultbee, Fran
Green, Charlie and Ravi.

Aereogramme
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£8.35
Times:
7pm
Stealth V Rescued - To My Boy
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£6.25
Times:
10.15pm

Tuesday 13/02
The Get Happy Tour 2007
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£16.70
Times:
7pm
Bowling for Soup, Son of Dork
and Wheatus.
Acoustic Tuesdays Open Mic...
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8:30pm
With Sally Murray.

Wednesday 14/02
NME Awards Indie Rock Tour
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£17.75
Times:
7pm
The Automatic, The View, The
Horrors and Mumm-ra.

Thursday 15/02
Satnam’s
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Tash
Golden Fleece
Free
8.30pm - 12am

CSS
Venue:
Price:
Times:

The Rescue Rooms
£9.55
7pm

Supernight!
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£3
Times:
9pm
Spaceships Are Cool.

Drummatic
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Twins
The Social
£5.15
11pm

Capdown
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£10.10
Times:
7.30pm

The Cool Off
Venue:
The Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm
Chris Hull and The Instant Band
Venue:
Running Horse
Price:
£3
Times:
8pm
Drowned in Sound
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£4 / £5 / £6
Times:
8pm - 2am
Optimist Club, Public Relations
Exercise, Lovers and The Lucida
Console.
Secret Stealth Live
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 3am
‘Mince and Onions’ Album launch

Sunday 11/02
Goose
Venue:
Price:
Times:

The Social
£7.35
8pm

Guillemots
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£12.30
Times:
7.30pm
Bibliotheque Discotheque
[Get Hype]
Venue:
Bar None
Price:
£2
Times:
9pm - 2am
Beautiful Balloon (Shefﬁeld),
ListenandLearn, Nekochat, Lillica
Libertine and Kevin Thunderstrike.

Tuesday 13/02

Damn You! Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£4 / £5
Times:
8.30pm
Flower / Corsano Duo and
Gareth S Brown.

Radar - Bolt Action Five
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£4.05
Times:
9pm start
Plus Sportsday Megaphone.
Love is All (Sweden)
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£5 / £7
Times:
8pm - 12am
Plus Lo-Ego and We Show up on Radar.
Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.
The Music Library
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Library music, ﬁlm soundtracks,
pop, folk, prog, lounge, talodisco,
documentaries and short ﬁlms.

Friday 16/02
Sweet Revenge
Venue:
The Rig
Price:
£3 b4 11pm
Times:
10pm - 3am
Farmyard Records Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£5
Times:
9pm
Vaccine, Skinny Sumo and The
Henry Road.
Tobias Froberg
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£8.35
Times:
7pm
The Fratellis
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£17.75
Times:
6.30pm doors
Runs Until: 17/02
Kombination Funk!
Style:
DnB, Techno, Electronica
Venue:
BluePrint
Price:
£5
Times:
10pm - late
Donny, Dyazide, Obi1 and Lowkey.
Audiophile
Style:
Reggae, Techno
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 1am
Phantom Geek! Fat Chris, Mr Ed,
Ravi and Supine.

listings...
Friday 16/02
CULT...Propaganda
Style:
Hiphop
Venue:
The Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
8.30pm - 12am
XS.iF and Ryo.
Muse Live Presents
Venue:
Muse

Saturday 17/02
CULT...House Party!
Style:
Hiphop
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£6
Times:
10pm - 3am
Beardyman, Beetalix, Element and
Rattomatic, XS.iF and Ryo.
Patrick Wolf
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7pm doors
Highness Sounds
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£5
Times:
11pm - 4am
Warm up at The Golden Fleece.
Skaville UK
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£10 / £12
Times:
9pm - 2am
Plus 10 O’Clock Horses, Weeble, Mr
Versatile and Surplus Sound DJs.

Sunday 18/02
Nelly Furtado
Venue:
Nottingham Arena
Price:
£23.50 +bf

music / weeklies / comedy /exhibitions / theatre
Thursday 22/02
Damn You! Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£5 adv / £6 door
Times:
8.30pm
Young James Long, Andy Clambake
and The Resurrection.
Radar - Shy Child
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£7.35
Times:
9pm
Plus Metronomy, A-Human and
Wall Of Sound DJs.
The Tarka Groove Experiment
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£4
Times:
8pm - 12am
Plus Majik and A Dog Called Limbo
Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.

Friday 23/02
AOR
Style:
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock
The Rig
£3 b4 11pm
10pm - 2am

The Rocklates Tour
Venue:
Rock City
The Gentlemen, Palomine and
Marjan Debaene.
Im Not from London presents
Venue:
Templars Bar
Price:
£3.50 (NUS)
Times:
8pm - 12am
God’s Chosen Dealers, Dead Souls,
Basso Loco, Nesh and DJ Spuff.

S.P.A.M! - VinylJacks
Style:
Garage, Sixties
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£5 / £6
Times:
11.30pm - 3am

Saggy Pants Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£4
Times:
9pm
O’ Lovely Lie, Electric Mouth, Kody
and Crimson Roadmap.

The Black Keys
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£16.15
Times:
7.30pm

Ardency and The Arcane
Venue:
Bunkers Hill Inn
Price:
£3
Times:
8pm

Monday 19/02
Duke Special
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£8.35
Times:
8pm
Reuben and Sucioperro
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£8.45
Times:
7.30pm
Bat for Lashes
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£9.55
Times:
7.30pm

Tuesday 20/02
Steven Seagal and Thunderbox
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£29.35
Times:
7.30pm
The Holloways
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£9.55
Times:
7.30pm
LeftLion Unplugged
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 11pm
The Deltarays, Lyra and more tbc.

Wednesday 21/02

Detonate - 8th Birthday
Allnighter!
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£10 adv
Times:
10pm - 5am
DnB: Andy C (History of Ram set),
Sub Focus, Red One, Transit Maﬁa,
Prophecy and MCs Lowqui, Biggie,
Freestyle and Skeez. Hiphop: DJ
Vadim, One Self feat Yara Bravo
and Blu Rum, Santero and Detail.
Dubstep: Hatcha, Youngsta, Jon
Rust and MC Crazy D.
Warm up at The Golden Fleece.
Hot Renault Trafﬁc Club
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£5
Times:
8.30pm - 2am
The KBC, The Lurios, The Gravity
Crisis and The Jubilees.
Poppycock
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am

Saturday 24/02
Ronnie Londons Groove Lounge
Style:
Sixties
Venue:
Grosvenor
Price:
£3
Times:
8pm-1am
The only regular mod night in
Nottingham.
Fireﬂy
Venue:
Marcus Garvey Ballroom
Price:
£13 adv
Times:
10pm - 6am
Annie Mac, Slam DJ Set and Jeet.

Little Barrie
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£10.10
Times:
7pm

Glenn Tilbrook and The Fluffers
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£15.05
Times:
7pm

Saturday 24/02

Thursday 01/03

Union of Knives
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£6.25
Times:
7pm

Lost Alone
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£4.05
Times:
9pm

The Long Blondes
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£10.65
Times:
7pm

Los Campesinos
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£6.25
Times:
8pm

Cosmic American Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£11 adv
Times:
7pm - 10.30pm
Richmond Fontaine (USA) and The
Endricks Brothers.

Brakes
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Keep On Magazine Party
Venue:
Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm
Demo
Venue:
Price:
Times:

BluePrint
£5
7pm - 2am

Bocajito
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Featuring Cal Gibson, Tom Baily,
Bob Sadler and Ron Basejam

Sunday 25/02
Keane
Venue:
Price:

Nottingham Arena
£23.50 + bf

And You Will Know Us By The
Trail of Dead…
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7.30pm
Riot Promotions Presents
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£5 / £7
Times:
7.30pm - 11.30pm
Ektomorf, Kayzer, Blinded Colony
and Amenti.

Tuesday 27/02
Air Trafﬁc
Venue:
Price:
Times:

The Social
£8.35
8pm

Little Man
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Tate
NTU Union
£9.55
8pm

The Blood
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Arm
The Rescue Rooms
£9.55
7.30pm

Amen
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£10.65
7.30pm

Joan Armatrading
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£24.50
Times:
7.30pm
Sinfonia ViVA
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£8 - £26
Times:
7.30pm
Acoustic Tuesdays Open Mic...
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8:30pm

Wednesday 28/02
Bleeding Through
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£14.50
Times:
7.30pm
Goldielocks
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£4.05
Times:
10pm

One Night
Venue:
Price:
Times:

The Rescue Rooms
£9.55
7.30pm
of Elvis
Royal Centre
£14.50 - £16.50
7.30pm

Cosmic American Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£8 adv
Times:
8pm
Darden Smith (USA) plus support
from Andy Whittle.
Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.

Friday 02/03
I was a Cubscout
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£6.25
Times:
7pm doors
Spectrum - Aim
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£11.75
Times:
10pm
Alterkicks
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£6.25
Times:
7pm
Sublogik
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£3 b4 10pm £4 after
Times:
9.30pm - 2am
DJs from Pure Filth and Psycle.
Muse Live Presents
Venue:
Muse
A diverse range of live bands.
Red Rack’em Presents
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am

Saturday 03/03
Nine Inch Nails
Venue:
Nottingham Arena
Price:
£22.50 pbf
Kristin Hersh
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£15.60
Times:
7pm
The Bees
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£12.85
7pm

A Night at The Oscars
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£8 - £15
Times:
7.30pm
Basement Boogaloo
Venue:
The Maze
Times:
9pm
With DJ Beane, Nick Shaw and
Ed Cotton. Warm up party at
The Golden Fleece.
Chris Hull and The Instant Band
Venue:
Deux
Times:
8pm
Detonate Presents....
Venue:
The Social
Times:
11pm - 3.30am
Wildside Presents
Venue:
Junktion 7
Times:
9pm - 2am
Crystal Pistol, King Lizard, Nothin’
to Lose and Undead Romantics.

Saturday 03/03
LeftLion Presents
Venue:
The Orange Tree
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
BluMonkey and Non-Thespian.
Fat Digester Live
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm – late

Sunday 04/03
The Killers
Venue:
Nottingham Arena
Price:
£26.50 (+bf)
Richard Swift
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£9.55
Times:
7pm
Shiny Toy
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Guns
Rock City
£7.35
7.30pm

Howling Bells
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£10.10
Times:
7.30pm

Monday 05/03
Amy Winehouse
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£18.35
Times:
7.30pm
The Answer
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7.30pm
Journey
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Royal Centre
£33.50 / £37.50
7.30pm

Tuesday 06/03
Eagles of Death Metal
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£12.85
Times:
7.30pm
Ridin’ On A Soul Train
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£17.50 / £18.50
Times:
7.30pm
Acoustic Tuesdays Presents...
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8:30pm
With Mint Ive.
Saggy Pants Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£2 / £4
Times:
7.45pm
Beck Goldsmith, Michelle Hubbard
and Louise Ashley.

Wednesday 07/03
Saxon
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£16
7.30pm

Necrophagist
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7.30pm
Misery Index and Origin.
Joan Baez
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£27.50 / £29.50
Times:
8pm

Thursday 08/03
The Musical Box
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£29.50 / £32.50
Times:
8pm
Yes My Ninjas?
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£3 / £4 (NUS)
Times:
8.30pm - 12am
Just Like Jimmy and Eva Braun.

listings...
Thursday 08/03
Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.
Delta Sounds
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Acoustic night with The Deltarays

Friday 09/03
Good Shoes
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£9
Times:
7.30pm
The Drifters
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£18
Times:
7.30pm

music / weeklies / comedy /exhibitions / theatre
Sunday 11/03
Dollop Presents
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£3 / £4
Times:
10pm - 4am
Goose Live and Dollop DJ’s.
Lily Allen
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£17.25
7.30pm

Russell Watson
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£20 - £50
Times:
7.30pm

Tuesday 13/03
Mastodon
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£13.95
7pm

Dynamics
Venue:
Price:
Times:

The Golden Fleece
Free
9pm

Bison
Venue:
Price:

Bryan Ferry
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£35
Times:
7.30pm

The Maze
£5

Acoustic Tuesdays Open Mic
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8:30pm
With Gren Bartley.

Riot Promotions Presents
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£5
Times:
9pm - 2am
DrugdealerCheerleader, Plastic
Toys, Kitty Hudson, Love and
Bullets and Vytl Syne.
Tinker
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
An evening of relaxed electronica
featuring Last and Least.

Saturday 10/03
My Milkman has AIDS
Style:
Pop, Hiphop, Cheese
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
Free / £5 / £6
Times:
10pm - 3am
My Alamo
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£4.05
8.30pm

Cowboy Junkies Acoustic
Evening
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£17.25
Times:
7pm
With Margo Timmins, Michael
Timmins, Jeff Bird and Paul Burch.
Notts Philharmonic Orchestra
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£5 - £15
Times:
7.30pm
The Cool Off
Venue:
The Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm
Greenpeace Beneﬁt Gig
Venue:
The Maze
Times:
8pm
None So Blind, Gosh! and
Darkhorse.
Detonation - Killer
Combination!
Venue:
Marcus Garvey
Ballroom
Price:
£15
Times:
10pm - 6am
Shy FX and MC Rage, DJ Hype and
MC Fearless, Randall and MC Foxy,
Bailey and MC GQ (jungle set),
Noisia and MC 2Shy, Transit Maﬁa
and P-Fine and Lowkey and Anger.
Drowned in Sound Presents
Venue:
Junktion 7
Times:
8pm - 2am
The Strange Death of Liberal
England, Napoleon III, Heroes of
Switzerland and Heads We Dance.

Wednesday 14/03
Deftones
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£20
7pm

Letz Zep
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City (Basement)
£9.55
7.30pm

Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.
The Music Library
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
Library music, ﬁlm soundtracks,
pop, folk, prog, lounge, italodisco,
documentaries and short ﬁlms.

Friday 16/03
Audiophile
Style:
Reggae, Techno
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 1am
Fat Chris and Mr Ed, Matthew
Clarke, Supine and special guest.
Cult... Propaganda
Venue:
Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm
Farmyard Records Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£5
Times:
9pm
The Dirty Backbeats, Grain and
Mable’s Husbands.

Saturday 17/03
Faithless
Venue:
Price:

Nottingham Arena
£25

Celtic Frost/Kreator
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£18.35
Times:
7pm
Anti Facist Beneﬁt Gig
Style:
Ska, Reggae, Punk
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£6 / £8
Times:
2pm - 2am
Urban Dub, Oi Polloi, 10 O’Clock
Horses, Wholesome Fish, The
Cunts, Mr Versatile and The
Surplus Sound DJs.

Saturday 17/03

Saturday 24/03

Weeklies
Fridays

Cosmic American Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£8 adv
Times:
8pm
The Redlands Palomino Company
and Southern Tenant Folk Union.

Dollop v Liars Club
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£3 / £4
Times:
10pm - 4am
Shakes live, Dollop DJs, Liars Club
DJs and more tbc.

Love Shack
Style:
Eighties, Nineties
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£4 / £5
Times:
9.30pm - 2am

Highness Sounds
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£5
Times:
11pm - 4am
Warm up at The Golden Fleece.

All Nighter - Wednesday 13
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
7.35
Times:
8.30pm
With [Spunge] and 69 EyesAge.

Salt
Style:
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Skinny Sumo Live
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm – Late

Northside
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Pop.Your_Funk
Venue:
Bluu
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm - late

Monday 19/03
The Rakes
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£14.50
Times:
7.30pm

Tuesday 20/03
Michael Ball
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£27.50 / £29.50
Times:
8pm
LeftLion Unplugged
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 11pm
Left of the Dealer, The Pretty Little
Flowers and more tbc.

Wednesday 21/03
Malcolm Middleton
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7pm
Unearth
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock City
£14.50
7pm

Thursday 22/03
Moonbuggy
Venue:
Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
8.30pm - 12am
Four Tet and Steve Reid
Venue:
The Rescue Rooms
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7.30pm
Word of Mouth
Venue:
Muse
Quality live underground music.

Friday 23/03
Lemar
Venue:
Price:

Royal Centre
£23

Dollop Presents
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£3 / £4
Times:
10pm - 4am
FC Kahuna, Shadow Dancer live
and Dollop DJ’s.
Detonate warm up party
Venue:
Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm
Detonate
Venue:
Stealth
Price:
£10 adv
Times:
10pm - 4am
DnB: Mampi Swift (2hr set),
Transit Maﬁa, Judda and MC Wrec.
Hiphop: Rodney P (tbc).

Saturday 24/03
Ronnie Londons Groove Lounge
Style:
Sixties
Venue:
Grosvenor
Price:
£3
Times:
8pm - 1am
Notts only regular mod night.

Marcus Garvey Ballroom
£10 adv (NUS)
10pm

Keep On Magazine Party
Venue:
Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm
Punk Half-Dayer
Venue:
Junktion 7
Price:
£5
Times:
6pm - 2am
Basement Boogaloo Birthday Bash
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 3am

Tuesday 27/03
The Mules
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£7.35
Times:
8pm
Acoustic Tuesdays Open Mic
Venue:
Malt Cross Cafe Bar
Price:
Free
Times:
8.30pm

Friday 30/03
Saggy Pants Presents...
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£5
Times:
9.30pm
Barbar Luck, Jimmy the Squirrel,
Opaque.
Muse Live Presents
Venue:
Muse
A diverse range of live bands.
Poppycock
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm - 12am
A cosmic slop of spaced out
spazzed out jazzed out bleepridden
grooves and intergalactic disco
delights.

Saturday 31/03
Livewire - AC/DC Tribute
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£11.75
Times:
7.30pm
The Young
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Knives
Rock City
£11.75
7pm

Demo
Venue:
Price:
Times:

BluePrint
£5
7pm - 2am

Fireﬂy - Residents Party
Venue:
Marcus Garvey Ballroom
Price:
£13 adv
Times:
10pm - 6am
Thrash Jelly, Jeet, Max Cooper,
Celtec Twinz, Matt Hinton, Ripp Off
and Ross and Moon.
Bocajito
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Moog
Free
8pm - 12am

Hiphop, House, Breaks
Dogma
Free
7pm - 2am

Saturdays
Uberism
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Media
£8 / £10
10pm - 2am

Saturday Night live
Venue:
Hotel Deux
Price:
Free
Times:
7pm
Rise and Shine / Funk U
Style:
Alternative, Nineties
Venue:
The Cookie Club
Price:
£5 (NUS)
Times:
10.30pm - 3am
Stylus
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Snug
£6 (NUS)
10pm - 4am

Distortion
Style:
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Rock, Alternative
Rock City
£5 (NUS)
9pm - 2.30am

Sundays
Jazz at the Bell
Style:
Jazz
Venue:
Bell Inn
Price:
Free
Times:
12.30pm – 3am
The Underground Sessions
Venue:
Snug
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm - 4am
Out To Lunch
Style:
Jazz
Venue:
Dogma
Price:
Free
Times:
Afternoon
Moog is Sunday
Style:
Relaxed, Funk
Venue:
Moog
Price:
Free
Times:
12pm - 12am
We Love
Style:
Acoustic
Venue:
Hotel Deux
Price:
Free
Times:
8pm
It’s live and almost acoustic.
Eclectic open mic night.

Mondays
Nottingham School of Samba
Style:
Samba
Venue:
Templars
Times:
7pm - 9pm
Rock Jam
Style:
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Session
Rock
Running Horse
Free
8.30pm - 12am

Motherfunker
Venue:
The Cookie Club
Price:
£1 before 11pm
Times:
8.30pm - 12am
Open Mic Night
Venue:
Golden Fleece
Price:
Free
Times:
8.30 - 12am
Come down at 8pm to secure a
15min slot.

listings...
Tuesdays
Crash
Style:
Indie, Alternative
Venue:
Rock City
Price:
£3 (NUS)
Times:
9.30pm - 2am
Crash is Nottingham’s longest
running indie night.
Open Mic Night
Style:
Acoustic
Venue:
Running Horse
Price:
Free
Times:
8.30pm - 12am

The Horseshoe Lounge
Style:
Country
Venue:
Hotel Deux
Cowboy Fun! Americana,
bluegrass and country.

Wednesdays
The Big Wednesday
Style:
Alt, Rock, Pop
Venue:
Cookie Club (The)
Price:
£2.50 (NUS)
Times:
10.30pm - 2am
Wigﬂex
Style:
Hiphop, DnB, Dubstep
Venue:
Stone
Price:
Free
Times:
9pm - late
Spam Chop playing beats, breaks
hiphop, techie house and all sorts
else. With live breakdancers, free
N64 and visuals by Synoptics.
LeftLion Pub Quiz
Venue:
The Golden Fleece
Our weekly pub quiz continues
at the Fleece. Come down and
you could win a load of beer or
a meal for your team and more
importantly have a laugh.
Electric Banana
Venue:
The Social
Price:
£2
Times:
10.30pm - 3am

Thursdays
Homegrown
Venue:
Hotel Deux
Price:
Free
Times:
7pm
The best of Nottingham’s talented
singer-songwriters.
Noodle
Venue:
Price:

The Spot
Free

Music Saves The Day
Venue:
Bluu
Times:
9pm - late
Dogma Presents
Style:
Hiphop, Breaks
Venue:
Dogma
Price:
Varies
Times:
9pm - 2am
Various live acts every week.
Jazz Night
Venue:
Variety Club
Price:
Free
Times:
7:30pm doors
Club NME
Style:
Venue:
Price:
Times:

Indie, Rock, Alt
Stealth
£2 - £4
10pm - 2am

Spam Chop
Style:
Dubstep, Breaks, Funk
Venue:
Brass Monkey
Price:
Free
Times:
7pm
Scratch, breaks, beats and ‘ting.
Singer / Songwriters Night
Style:
Acoustic
Venue:
Rafﬂes Art Cafe
Price:
Free
Times:
8.30pm - 12am

music / weeklies/ comedy/ exhibitions / theatre
Comedy
Saturday 03/02
Russell Howard
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
£5 - £12
Times:
8pm

Thursday 08/02
Nick Page
Venue:
Grosvenor
Price:
£4 / £5 (NUS)
Times:
8.30pm
Plus Ivan Brackenbury, Colin
Owens, Eliza P and Keith Anderson
with compere Spiky Mike.
The Adventure Club
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£3 / £4
Times:
7pm for 8pm show
Josie Long compering Tom Parry,
Matthew Crosby, Isy Suttie and
Caroline Clifford.

Friday 09/02
Josie Long
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
£5 - £12
Times:
8pm

Sunday 18/02
Richard Blackwood
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£10 / £12.50 (NUS)
Times:
7.30pm

Saturday 24/02
An L of a Night
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£18 / £20 (NUS)
Times:
7.30pm
Sue Perkins, Clare Summerskill
and Greymatter.
Im Not from London
Venue:
Loggerheads
Price:
Charity donation
Times:
8pm - 12am
Dave Bishop, Rodney Marques,
Alex Lasarev, Aaron Barshak.
Plus Won Lost the Other, Alem Da
Lemba and Das Ragworms.

Tuesday 27/02
Should I Stay or Should I Go?
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£3 / £4 (NUS)
Times:
8.30pm

Thursday 01/03
Tim Minchin
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
£9 / £12 (NUS)
Times:
8pm

Thursday 08/03
Daliso Chaponda
Venue:
Grosvenor
Price:
£4 / £5 (NUS)
Times:
8.30pm start
Plus Gonzo Kane, Gareth Richards,
Maff Brown and compere Spiky
Mike.

Monday 12/03
Russell Brand
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£16.50
Times:
8pm

Tuesday 20/03
Should I Stay or Should I Go
Venue:
The Maze
Price:
£3 / £4 (NUS)
Times:
8.30pm

Thursday 22/03
Andy White
Venue:
Grosvenor
Price:
£4 / £5 (NUS)
Times:
8.30pm start
Plus Gary Delaney and Spiky Mike.

Theatre
Thursday 01/02
Peter Pan
Venue:
Nottingham Arena
Price:
£10 / £12 / £24
Runs Until: 04/02
Johann Strauss Gala
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£16.50 - £22.50
Times:
7.30pm

Friday 02/02
Whisky Galore!
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£7.50 - £23
Times:
7.45pm
Runs Until: 17/02

Saturday 03/03
42nd Street
Venue:
Royal Centre
Times:
7.30pm
Runs Until: 10/03

Monday 05/03
The Lady In The Van
Venue:
Lace Market Theatre
Price:
£6 - £8.50
Runs Until: 10/03

Tuesday 06/03

Animal Farm
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
£5 - £12
Times:
8pm

Monday 05/02
Cymbeline
Venue:
Price:
Times:
Runs Until:

Lace Market Theatre
£6 - £8.50 (NUS)
7.30pm
10/02

Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime
Venue:
Notts Arts Theatre
Price:
£7.50 / £9
Times:
7.30pm Wed 2.30pm
Runs Until: 10/02

Tuesday 06/02
Mum’s The Word
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£8 - £21.50 (NUS)
Times:
6pm
Runs Until: 10/02
Cats
Venue:
Price:
Times:
Runs Until:

Royal Centre
£11 - £30.50
7.30pm
24/02

Saturday 10/02
Presumption
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
£5 - £12
Times:
8pm

Monday 12/02
The Letter
Venue:
Price:
Times:
Runs Until:

Royal Centre
£8 - £21.50 (NUS)
7.30pm
17/02

Tuesday 20/02
Wim Vandekeybus
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£9 - £18 (NUS)
Times:
8pm
Runs Until: 21/02
Opera North
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£13 - £52 (NUS)
Times:
7.15pm
The Magic Flute, 20th - 22nd
The Elixir of Love, 21st - 23rd
Orfeo - 24th
Runs Until: 24/02

Thursday 22/02
Lyrically Deep 2
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£5 / £8 (NUS)
Times:
7.30pm
Runs Until: 23/02

Tuesday 27/02
Thoroughly Modern Millie
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£11.50 / £16.50
Runs Until: 03/03

Tag
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£7 - £16 (NUS)
Times:
8pm
TAG is a hiphop dance theatre
production following the life of
a brilliant but obsessive grafﬁti
writer, desperate to challenge
authority in the only way he
knows how.
Runs Until: 07/03

Friday 09/03
Richard Alston Dance Company
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£7 - £16 (NUS)
Times:
8pm
Runs Until: 10/03

Tuesday 13/03
The Kiss
Venue:
Price:
Times:
Runs Until:

Lakeside Arts Centre
£5 - £12
8pm
31/03

Wednesday 14/03
Mrs Warren’s Profesion
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£7 - £25 (NUS)
Times:
7.45pm
Runs Until: 31/03
A Sleeping Beauty Tale
Venue:
Royal Centre
Price:
£10 - £29
Times:
7.30pm
Runs Until: 17/03

Friday 23/03
Seven For Me
Venue:
Playhouse
Price:
£5 / £8 (NUS)
Times:
8pm
Runs Until: 24/03

Wednesday 28/03
After Juliet
Venue:
Lace Market Theatre
Price:
£6.50 - £8.50
Runs Until: 31/03

Thursday 01/03
Gordon Cheung
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
Free
Epic in scale and content, Gordon
Cheung’s landscapes recall the
apocalyptic visions of John Martin
and the timeless ﬂoating world of
traditional Chinese landscapes.
Runs Until: 25/02
Parade
Venue:
Angel Row Gallery
Price:
Free
Times:
10am - 5pm
A series of exhibitions,
showing work produced in
the East Midlands.
Runs Until: 05/05
Persona Creative - Inside a
design agency
Venue:
View from The Top
Price:
Free
Times:
9am - 7pm
A public showcase of work by
design agency Persona Creative.
Visitors can see how brands and
campaigns can be integrated
through different communication
channels: Digital, Brand
and Media platforms.
Runs Until: 04/02

Friday 02/02
Something for your
Venue:
Surface Gallery
Price:
Free
Volunteers at the Gallery will
collaboratively curate an exhibition
of their work. They will then invite
audience members to come and
‘re-curate’ the exhibition half way
through.
Runs Until: 03/03

Friday 09/02
Prizewinners Exhibition
Venue:
Surface Gallery
Price:
Free
With Tomas Chaffe and Ben Rivers.
Runs Until: 14/04

Saturday 10/02
Prickings: Catherine Bertola
Venue:
Nottingham Castle
Price:
Free
A new commission of work in
response to the Textile Collections
of Nottingham City Museums
Runs Until: 15/04

Tuesday 06/03
Celebrating Creativity
Venue:
View from The Top
Price:
Free
Creative businesses supported
by the Prince’s Trust, showcasing
their innovative work.
(both galleries)
Runs Until: 19/03

Tuesday 20/03
Ooh La La! Burlesque Inspired Art
Venue:
View from The Top
Price:
Free
Runs Until: 26/03

Exhibitions
Thursday 01/02

From Parchment to Pixels
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
Free
Runs Until: 09/03
Chinese Paintings
Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre
Price:
Free
Runs Until: 18/02

To get listed on these pages, add
your event to leftlion.co.uk. By
doing so we’ll include you in the
magazine, it’s completely free and
simple to do. Use this form:

leftlion.co.uk/add
Please note. We try to ensure that
all events are correct at time of
print, but please check before you
set off to avoid disappointment.

This issue’s Nottsword is stacked with the names of some bands
and musicians who have performed at LeftLion events over the
past two and a half years - some of you readers might even find
yourselves in there. If you’re stuck then try googling ‘LeftLion’ as
we’ve interviewed all these bands on our website. The prize this
month is a set of CD’s and an extra large LeftLion T-shirt.
(The only size we have left).

ACROSS
2.
5.
7.
8.
10.
11.
14.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Mum, Dad and the kids went radioactive (7,6)
They wobble but they don’t fall down (6)
Charming former Outdaville rapper (7)
Chris Morris-inspired youthful felines (6,3)
Nottingham’s infamous blues man (3,5)
Dance duo without a straight man (4)
The fresh prince of Hood Town (4,7)
Rikishi who would be crap in a fight (6,4)
Long haired singer who knows the way (8,3)
Guitar aid who took London with the Herbaliser (5)
They make beats from the periodic table (3,8)
Humble but slightly melancholy chaps (2,3)
Almighty musician with Wayne’s World actor’s surname (5,5)
Go first in a game of poker (4,2,3,6)

DOWN
1.
3.
4.
6.
9.
12.
13.
15.
16.

No longer heroes but still spell-binding (5)
Rambo’s primary stop for rhesus negative (5,5)
Dylan-inspired singer who shares a surname with Wollaton country house (4,4)
Slippery folky funk customers (9)
Tiny pop-punk units of matter (3,5)
Funk which keeps you trim even when you’ve eaten all the pies (3,8)
Chatty mains-powered rockers (8,5)
Homework not to be found anywhere (4,7)
Breath fresheners who supported the Carpets (4,3)

The LeftLion Pub Quiz takes place at the Golden Fleece on Mansfield Road every
Wednesday evening. Blessed be to all of those who take part in this most fiendish
and devilish of intellectual contests. Those brave souls compete to win a gallon
of beer or a meal for them and their friends in this gladiatorial battle of the minds
and beer bellies. Sample some of the weekly delights below...

BAND NAMES

6. Which Britpop band named themselves after a leisure
centre in Swindon?
7. Which 80s band took their name from a character in the
Jane Fonda film Barbarella?
8. Which heavy metal band got their name from letters they
found on a vacuum cleaner?
9. Which lead singer named himself after a hearing aid
shop in Dublin?
10. Which boyband named themselves after a postcode?

NOTTINGHAMIA

11. Which venue in town contains 9,500 seats?
12. Whose office was pulled down to make way for the
Cornerhouse?
13. Which well-known James Bond villain was born in
Worksop?

14. Name one of the countries that contains a city twinned
with Nottingham.
15. Which sculpture in town was created by Anish Kapoor?

TV THEME LYRICS

Which TV Shows are these lyrics taken from?
16. “Mr Brown goes off to town on the 8.21, but he’ll be
home each evening and he’s ready with his gun.”
17. “Their house is a museum, where people come to see
‘em, they really are a scream.”
18. “Flippin’ like a pancake, popping like a cork, Fleegle,
Bingo, Drooper an’ Snork.”
19. “Close friends get to call him TC, Providing it’s with
dignity.”
20. “Your letter was only the start of it.”

FOOD AND DRINK - BISCUIT SPECIAL

21. What coconut biscuit is believed to have been named
after a place in France?
22. Statistically speaking, how many Digestive biscuits are
eaten per second in the UK?
23. What cocoa-based biscuit is named after a royal house
of France and Spain?
24. According to a survey by McVities, which biscuits are
the most popular in the UK for dunking in your tea?
25. What raisin-based biscuit is named after a 19th Century
Italian revolutionary?

PAPER LACE

26. What TV talent show, presented by Hughie Green, did
Paper Lace win?
27. Billy Don’t Be A Hero was a number one in the UK in
1974. Who won the World Cup in that year?
28. The guitarist of Paper Lace has the same name as the
presenter of The Day Today and Brass Eye. Who is he?
29. What Negro spiritual did Paper Lace record with
Nottingham Forest in 1978?
30. Who are the only other Nottingham band apart from
Paper Lace to get to No.1?

ANSWERS:

1. Name the book featuring a pig called Wilbur that is the
best-selling children’s paperback of all time…
2. In the Simpsons, who is the most famous personality on
Spanish-language TV station Channel Ocho?
3. What’s the name of Bob The Builder’s cat?
4. What item found in the houses of pet owners was
alleged to have been invented by Sir Isaac Newton?
5. What animal gets it’s name from the Greek phrase ‘tail
that casts a shadow’?

ANIMAL MAGIC: 1. Charlotte’s Web; 2. Bumblebee Man; 3.
Pilchard; 4. The Cat Flap; 5. The Squirrel; BAND NAMES: 6.
Oasis; 7. Duran Duran; 8. AC/DC; 9. Bono Vox; 40. East 17;
NOTTINGHAMIA: 11. The Ice Arena; 12. The Evening Post;
13. Ernst Blofield (played by Donald Pleasance); 14. Belgium,
Zimbabwe, Germany, Slovenia, Belarus or China; 15. The Sky
Mirror; TV THEME LYRICS: 16. The Banana Splits; 17. The
Addams Family; 18. Dad’s Army; 19. Top Cat. 20. Jim’ll Fix
It; FOOD & DRINK - BISCUIT SPECIAL: 21. Nice; 22. 51; 23.
Bourbon; 24. Ginger Nuts; 25 Garibaldi; PAPER LACE: 26.
Opportunity Knocks; 27. West Germany; 28. Chris Morris; 29.
‘We’ve Got The Whole World In Our Hands’; 30. KWS

ANIMAL MAGIC
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words: Cal Gibson
‘If you’re inviting Jerry Springer round for dinner,’ Cath
said, ‘make sure you don’t cook potatoes or rice.’
I looked up from the breakfast table, somewhat bewildered.
‘He only eats yoghurt and meat products, apparently,’
she continued blithely, ‘so I wouldn’t bother with a salad
either.’ I wondered where Cath was getting her Springer
info from, but I decided she was probably just making it up,
as per usual. And how did she know I’d invited him round
anyway? Had she been reading my journal again? Nosy
cow.
‘And don’t let him near the spirits or he’ll start up
something rotten - he’s always a demon on the spirits.’
I nodded sagely, as if her words held some semblance of
meaning. Cath was a truck driver for the council that I’d
met at an all night hammock-swinging contest a while
back, and now she saw fit to park herself squarely in
the middle of my life and make arcane suggestions and
improbable hypotheses galore. She was tiresome and she
had no manners, although I did admire the way her nose
sometimes shone in the evenings.
‘He likes playing Scrabble after dinner, but he can’t manage
any words longer than five letters so keep that in mind. At
the end of the night he’ll kiss you on the lips and ask you if
you’ve ever been to Caracas. That’s his code for sex, so don’t
say anything and bolt the door when he’s gone. Got it?’
I nodded again: maybe she really did know more about
Jerry Springer than I’d given her credit for.
‘Two days after he’s been round, he’ll call you for a six
minute chat, ostensibly about the legalisation of drugs.
Whatever you do during this conversation, do not admit
that you’ve never had any, he’ll only hang up. He’ll probably
be somewhat foul-mouthed as well: ignore it, it’s a cry for
help. If he tries out any Italian on you, go along with it. He
doesn’t know very much and he’ll soon enough revert to
English. If he makes any jokes start laughing immediately,
then stop abruptly and whistle a show tune: he loves that.’
Cath’s detailed rundown of Springer’s modus operandi
was making me slightly nervous, and I began to wonder
if she was speaking from experience. Was that possible?
Had she already had dinner with Springer? I was becoming
intrigued that’s for sure, but she hadn’t finished yet.
‘If that telephone conversation goes well, he’ll probably ask
you to come and meet his grandparents. They run a small
church in East Leake that’s often harboured jazz drummers
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on the run from the law. When
you go you’ll be blindfolded of
course, and his grandparents
will wear matching
hooded tops with their
names stitched on
backwards. They’ll
give you a gift
which is usually
something by
Chekhov:
read it and
memorise
it, they’ll
test you
on it
before
you
leave.’
It all
sounded
plausible enough, I had to
admit. Cath was enjoying herself now,
her eyes danced with the joy of imparting
such invaluable knowledge. I’d never seen
her so radiant, and I smiled inwardly at her
awkward enthusiasm as I slowly stood up
from the table.
‘Right,’ I said, ‘I’m off out to buy some new
shoes for dancing in. I’ve been meaning to get
some for ages. Red ones probably. Or maybe blue.
I haven’t really decided yet. What do you reckon
Jerry would go for?’
‘Oh definitely blue, without a doubt. He always used
to say that blue shoes were indicative of a good heart
and a strong constitution, and I think he’s spot on.
Blue shoes tell the world that here’s someone who
knows how to live properly, day by day, hour by hour,
minute by ticking minute. Whereas if you turned up for
dinner with Springer wearing red shoes, well, he’d more
than likely whip out his flick knife and stab you right up.
He can get a bit agitated that way.’
‘Blue it is then I suppose, I wouldn’t want to antagonise
the man now, would I?’ I wasn’t at all convinced that Jerry
Springer carried a flick knife but Cath seemed so sure of
herself that I didn’t fancy questioning her. ‘Err, can I borrow
a tenner from you please Cath, only I’m a bit short until
payday?’

Cath sighed as she
reached into her pocket:
the council paid her
generously enough but
she hated giving me
money for shoes due
to an incident from her
childhood, apparently.
Either that or she was just
tight, I could never decide which.
‘Do you need anything while I’m
out?’ I asked out of politeness. Cath
pondered a moment and rubbed an
eyebrow slowly with her thumb.
‘If you see any of those Tom Waits dolls I’ll have one of
those - try in Jessops, they’re pretty good for Tom Waits
stuff. If not there then Wilko’s I reckon.’
‘Gotcha. See you in a bit. Oh, and if Jerry calls, tell him I’m
in the shower will you?’ I waved my goodbyes and walked
out of the door: today was turning out to be my kind of day.

If you would like your work published on this page, visit the creative writing
forum at www.leftlion.co.uk/forum and start posting. Each issue we select the
best submissions for the magazine.

The Boy Who (Almost) Ate The World

Mr Cyclothalmic
by Pandapad

by Cal Gibson

I once ate a red guitar
In two enormous bites,
Then I munched upon a lizard
And chewed a pair of tights.

A passing cow was next to go
It tasted oh so sweet,
Then a nasty pang of hunger hit
And made me nibble at my feet.

I met a friendly elephant
His name, I think, was Louie.
Friend or not it was into the pot His ears were hot and chewy.

I stuffed my face with house bricks
And licked my lips in glee,
I snacked upon a wasps’ nest
Then tried a bumble bee.

Night had come and stars were out
Shining on the ground,
I grabbed a few and fried them up,
All soft and nicely-browned.

The search for me had widened,
It was an international affair I’d polished off Art Garfunkel
And most of Scarborough Fair.

I filleted a fruit bat
Upon an open fire,
And followed it soon afterwards
With a gospel choir.

My lips were sore, my teeth they ached,
My belly was quite huge,
So I took the train to Belgium
And started eating Bruges.

Diplomats and generals
Across the world all sighed,
While I was at the ocean
Trying to swallow the tide.

I chomped a pair of ear-rings
All beautiful and gold,
Then I bit the ears off grandma,
Just because she’s old.

It tasted kind of funny,
Slightly spicy you might say,
But it went quite well with the bat I ate
On the road to Mandalay.

My friends all said “You’re crazy!
They’ll never let you win!”
As I tucked into Princess Anne
And washed her down with gin.

Next I drank some petrol
With grass from off the lawn:
I also had a sandwich
Of cardboard and frogspawn.

For two days now I’d munched away
As happily as Larry,
I ate my mum, my dad, my dog,
My little brother Barry.

By now I had no clothes left
‘Cos I’d eaten all my pants They make a yummy salad
If you serve them up with ants.

By then I felt quite queasy
But it didn’t make me stop I quickly downed a lava lamp
And half an old shoe shop.

Eventually the police were called
They came round with the army,
So I ate the cops and the soldiers too
In a uniformed salami.

I loved the taste of teachers
And window-cleaners too:
I mashed them up together
And slung them in a stew.

Of course my sides were bulging,
I was ready to explode,
But not before I’d managed to lick
The tarmac off the road.

Then on the run I had to go,
Eating as I went:
A tasty combine-harvester
And a chair-leg that was bent.

I went to see a doctor
About my eating habits.
“Son,” he said, “you’ll be allright Just stick to slugs and rabbits.”

Soon I caught my second wind
And started up again,
With my uncle’s rimless spectacles
And the wheels from off a train.

I jumped ship to Africa
To make a brand new start,
But on the way I ate the crew
In a lovely Bakewell tart.

The Truthicon

Tonight.

Motionless,
the time that stood still.
The frozen statue in the city amid the army ants,
trapped inside the transparent hour glass..
fill me with the time and ill fruit in abundence
but now it seems my breath could provoke the wrath of truncheons.
hear me now amid the piercing volume of silence,
its strange how the peace keepers are the ones being violent,
I can see this shit now as they replace all the trident,
I can see more clear through the darkness of my eyelids.
My belly tells me now whats right, whats good,
how its all now more than just a war on the hood
that warms my head
must keep it warm or my spirit might be dead
like the happy shopper herds.
The wrath of indoctrination will never crush these verbs
and never shall I relinquish the sacredness of herbs
and just as my vision is set to be blurred
I harness the truths and unity of spoken word
and give birth to a freedom,
a re-evolution,
because you like me, are choking from pollution.
The new dawn is to over step the pawns,
and see straight through the fabricated storm,
the spirit is now born and one that cant be deceased
like you cant take away my middle name named peace.

Tonight,
I left your house,
With the feeling I left,
Something,
Important,
Behind.
It was,
You.
Damn.

by Steve Green

My moods go up,
and down, and in and out.
back down again
inside and enter the outward
loop on the back spin
of euphoric hysteria.

Car Parp - A true story
by Miss Caulton

I was with my man the other day
we had lots of fun
then we had to get the car
to pick up his fat mum
So off we head all happy like
to our destination
cos snotty cunt needs a lift
from nottingham train station
Gets to the car she demands
she must sit in the front
I am feelin odd in the back
cos I really need to trump
“Put some music on” I shout
he sticks on Elton John
Its the beans I think to myself
that’s why I feel so wrong
It starts to happen
there and then
at first a little slip
and then a thunderous fart
as I squeeze and let one rip
To style it out I start to gag and shout
“who let one out”
Bitch winds her window fully down
and starts to scream and shout

by BRJ

Escapism isn’t
measured by the mile
by Luke Hicks

Escapism isn’t measured by the mile
being only two inches away from your smile
is a worldless bliss.
Ready to kiss
and being in your arms
takes me to dreams up high
on islands in the sky
with sunflower farms

Shopping for vibrators
by Jack Twatt

Shopping for vibrators is quite a strange affair
If you don’t know what you’re doing then you don’t have a prayer
You see the problems start, when you see the range on show
As there are thousands of them that do different things you know.
Some can stimulate your G-spot, others hit the clit
Some that if you don’t watch out could end up glazed in shit.
Some look quite appealing, and these I must applaud
Some look like a fire broke out at Maddame Tussaud’s
Some with balls that spin around or pulsate up and down
So Many different objects to stimulate her pubic mound.
You finally make your choice and then tremble to the till,
Where the hostess feeds on red cheeked fools
with shopping bags to fill.
She’ll force unnecessary products into your reluctant sack.
Sanitary wipes, lubricant, perfumes and pubic wax.
She’ll question you about your buy when all you want to do is leave
She’ll compliment your tastes while you wish she’d cease to breathe
All this is enough to leave your situation drastic,
And all you get from the whole ordeal is a buzzing lump of plastic.
But wait till you get home my friend, just calm down and relax
As you can watch the one you love bring herself to pure climax.
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Aries (March 21 - April 20)

Libra (September 24 - October 23)

The horror of your personal life can become overwhelming at times. Everyone around you
seems to be in love and their intelligence appears to be reduced by about 80% as a result.
Your resistance to this is admirable, but your deep worry of dying lonely is not so. Beware
the rise of the idiots!

Had any embarrassing moments recently? I’ve had a quite a few. Maybe it’s the season or
something. Personally, I always thought it would be my mum who caught me under the
covers, giving myself a bit of personal pleasure. I never ever expected it to happen the
other way around…

Taurus (April 21 - May 21)

Scorpio (October 24 - November 22)

I’m not in a good mood this month, so you’ll forgive me for saying damn you to hell and
back! I’ve always thought you to be despicable, but particularly so when I feel this foul
in the morning. Nothing’s going to change that so don’t come near me pretending you
know meh!

Before you embark on a journey motivated by revenge, remember to dig two graves chico.
Confucius said ‘What one does not wish for oneself, one ought not to do to anyone else;
what one recognises as desirable for oneself, one ought to be willing to grant to others.’
Wisdom indeed!

Gemini (May 22 - June 22)

Sagittarius (November 23 - December 22)

I’ve been using an old dish towel as a fabric softener sheet and it’s working well. Pour a
couple of capfuls of softener on it and throw it in the dryer. Add more when you notice a
little static in the machine. It helps to use a towel that is distinct from the other laundry. I
use a pink towel, which is one of a kind in our flat.

After you’ve exploded one egg too many, you can remove pesky splatters from the inside of
your microwave, by placing a sponge soaked in water in there. Cook this on high heat for
two minutes, then allow it to sit without opening the microwave door, for another five. The
filth is now ready to be wiped out.

Cancer (June 23 - July 23)

Capricorn (December 23 - January 19)

Sometimes the truth doesn’t matter like it ought to. But you’ll always remember things
right. That’s gonna mean a lot to me. But stay away, Nancy. They’ll kill you if you don’t
stay away. Don’t visit me. Don’t write me. Don’t even say my name.

They say a day without sunshine is like night. That’s kind of true, but you might not notice
the difference if you live in a cave or have no eyes. I may have hit the bottle pretty hard
over the last few weeks, but I swear to drunk I’m not god while writing this.

Leo (July 24 - August 23)

Aquarius (January 20 - February 19)

You’re born alone and you die alone. The bit in between is just filler. The sooner you get
used to this the better. If you thought January was a depressing month, then just wait to
see what February and March have in store. It might be time to buy that one-way plane
ticket out of here…

You think you’re so radical, I think you oughta stop. Say what? But you’re going
international, they’re gonna call the cops. No, No, No. You’re turning into a poor man’s
Donald Trump. I know those circumstances make you want to jump. Oh no. You think
you’re radical but you’re not so radical, in fact you’re fanatical.

Virgo (August 24 - September 23)

Pisces (February 20 - March 20)

Your work life balance is askew. Too many hours eventually add up one way or another
and your boss is either going to sack you or your friends will forget you exist. But on
the brighter side both employment and acquaintances come and go. You can always
get new ones.

A woman was moaning at me the other day about how because of the government she’s
not even allowed to smack her kids anymore. If she’d got herself out of the gutter ten years
earlier and stopped taking all those drugs, then she might have seen this coming. She
could have blocked such legislation.

local foo
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JEFF MOORE

(ODB)

Song: Steptoe and Son
Fan appreciation: 26%

theme (Grainer)
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